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As ihe boat containing the general neared the bank, the eulans sprang from cover and seized .
it. Then Dick and tbe Liberty Boys arose aD.d charged upon them. The
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Boys cuardina Washington1~~~~,

OR, DEFEATING A BRITISH PLOT
By HARRY MOORE

3 ~,0 <q......·i\!-1-

as mid-autumn, and the trees were glorious
and gold and purple and brown, the deep
of the 'firs showing off the livelier colors
e maples and elms and oaks to full advanthe river reflecting all of these tints, and the
blue of the sky above, then without a cloud,
ull of a warm haze that gave an added charm
e scene. Making his way alon~ the Hudson,
1 more beautiful by the glories along its
, was a boy in a boat, rowing gently and
g his eye now on shore and now up the
where there was a sharp turn between lofty
hich seemed to reach the clouds.
boy was dressed in ordinary fashion, in
1 mespun, with stout woolen hose, service;noes, and a· cocked hat, and looked like the
·c a farmer. He was on the west side of the
a little above where the Highland fo r ts,
m and Monti;omery, had lately frowned upon
iiver, but where now were only ruins. The
sh had lately sent an expedition against the
I under Sir Henry Clinton and General
_g-han, which had succumbed after a brave dee by their garrisons, who had literally fought
r way out and had made their escape amid the
,.test dangers.
'i fierce had been the fight that the fresh water
~ between the river and the lower fort was
:hoked with British dead that to this day it
"ns the name of "Bloody Pond," its original
e being well-nigh forgotten. The British had
doned the forts, but were still in the neighood, and the boy in the boat was even now
png for them, watching for men along shore
. for ships up the river.
.
e was no ordinary boy, as he seemed, but was
y in the American service, and the captain of
nd of one hundred brave young patriots known
he Liberty Boys, at that time encamped on
eastern shore of the river, and doing what
!y could in these troubulous and discouraging
nes to promote the cause of independence. Dick
ter suspected that t he British ships were in
neighoorhood1 and that the redcoats were comting acts of aepredation along the shore, and
d gone over in a boat, disguised as a country
, to see if he could learn anything.
1;1 he was rowing carelessly along, seeming to
re no particular object in view, and only yieldto the lazy f~ling in the air, he heard voices,
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and turned the boat in nearer to the shore, m•
ing no more noise than before, however, · a
pausing under a great arch of boughs covered
with gorgeous foliage, which quite c"ncealed both
him and the boat. The sound of the voices grew
louder, and, peering through the leaves, Dick saw
twd British officers coming along through the
woods at a very leisurely walk, one of them presently sitting on a stump and taking snuff from
an engraved silver snuffbox, which he took from
the pocket of his waistcoat.
"Yes, captain, as I was saying," he said, with a
lazy drawl, and an air of great indolence, "I learn
from very reliable sources that their Mr. W asliington is on the other side of the river at this
moment, and I think it might relieve the tedilim
of the life in this wilderness by-kerchew!" and
the major, as Dick could see that he was, by his
uniform, let out a tremendous sneeze, which
frightened a bright-eyed chipmunk on a. branch
near to Dick, and sent him scurrying into a hole
in the great, gnarled trunk close by.
"Mr. Washington, indeed!" thought Dick. . "I
like the fellow's impudence! How would he like
to be called Squire So-and-so!"
"As you were saying, major?" said the captain
who stood by, while his superior sat and put ~
lace-bordered and perfumed handkerchief to his
rather large nose.
"Ah, to be sure, as I was saying, it has come
to me from. very reliable and trustworthy sources
that the chief rebel, the man who has caused this
evil war and strife to be waged, is in hiding ,;ornewhere on the farther side of the river, and I think
it would be a very excellent plan, and please note
and bear in mind that it is my own captain
to--"
'
'
Whatever the plan might be, the mention of it
was cut sho1t by a trumpet blast !tom the major's
nose, and if he said anything Dick did not hear it.
"Confound the man and his troublesome nose!"
muttered Dick, under his breath. "I shall never
hear a word if he keeps that up."
The major wiped :his nose and put his hand kerchief back in his pocket, then saying with an
indolent air:
"Ah, captain, what was I saying:
"Something relating to the rebel General Washington, at present o:r:i the other side of the river ,
major."
"General, forsooth!" scornfully. "He is simply
Mr. Washington. The rebels have no generals"
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l'ray do not allude to that person as general
again, captain. Well, as I was saying- - "
"Tiresome old drone!" muttered Die. "Shall I
never get at this affail"? The fel!ow is as longwinded as a tavern story-teller."
"Yes, it was some plan in reference to the per,
son we mentioned."
"Don't interrupt, captain," pompously. "Having been informed that the person in question is
on the other side of the river, which is really not
a bad sort of stream to be flowing through rebel
tountry, I think it would be a very excellent idea
ta--"

...

t

"Now we are going to get it at last!" thought
Pick, in his place of concealment under the arch.
ing branches.
He was fated not to .learn the plan at that moJnent, however, for just then there was the clat·
ter of heofs on the road hard by, and a dozen red·
f:eats came riding up, and halted in sight of the
little opening in the woods,
"There are rebels said to be about, major," said
the lieutenant at the ·h ead of tho party, "and the
general does not think it wise to go too far from
•
camp."
"Rebels!" exclaimed the major, springing up in
haste, and showing more energy than he had yet
displayed. "How impertinent of them. Order
them to disperse at once!"
'l'he idea was so absurd to Dick that he let out
a lau{lh before ·h e could help himself, being, after
all, only a boy, even if he was a captain with a
commission from General Washington himself,
and one of the cleverest spies in the service.
"Who had the audacity to find amusement in
my order, to laugh?" sputtered the major.
As there was really nothing to be learned at
the time, Dick pushed out upon the river and
rowed slowly up-stream, the lieutenant answering:
"It was none of my party, major, I can assure
you. It must have been someone else."
"By George, sir, there is the fellow now!" exclaimed the captain. "There is a boy on the river
fn a boat. It must have been he who had the
impudence to laugh."
"Stop the impudent fellow and make him tell
where he is going," muttered the major, but the
redcoats had no boats, and stopping the ·b oy was
not so easy a matter under the circumstances.
"Hallo, old big wig!" cried Dick, impudently.
"How did ihey happen to let you out without a
dog to watch you?"
" Stop the infernal young ruffian, I tell you!"
thundered the major. "Fire on the young rascal.
He is a rebel, !'Ii be bound!"
Dick had been pulling steadily all this time, and,
while not seeming to do so, had made considerable
progress. He kept on, and presently saw around
the bend of the river that there were two or three
Rhips anchored above. He kept a little away from
the ships, and passed them all without being challenged , and went beyond them out of sight behind
a wooded point, when he put in toward shore
again.
"There may be other redcoats on shore, and
perhaps they know something of this plot of the
stuffy old m ajor's," he thought. "He does not
look to me to be a man of an~' great inven tion.

WASHINGTON

The plan is more likely to be the captain'~. and
the major is taking the credit for it."
Pulling in to shore, he fastened his boat to a
little tree close to the bank, and looked around
for some sign of a camp. He saw none, but in a
few moments he heard someone coming along the
path through the woods, and hid himself in a
clump of bushes. Presently three or four redcoats came up and paused, one of them saying.
with a half laugh:
"The idea is a good one, but Major Ford no
more originated it than he did the mariner's compass. I s it known for certain that the rebel general is on the opposite shore?"
"Captain Whittle told me that he had it from
good authority. One Josh Porter, a Tory and a
spy, was over there and saw the general."
"Then if we can capture him, as the .major proposes, we will strike a fatal blow at this wicked
rebellion. Without theil' leader the rebels will be
.
powerless."
"Y~s, the plan is excellent, and I think that the
general and Sir Henry think the same, or we
would be despatched elsewhere in stead of remaining here apparently inactive."
"So the plot threatens the safety of our general, does it?" was Dick's thought. "I must learn
the way in which it is to be carried out. This is
indeed important, and was worth taking risks to
learn. I must know more before I leave."
At that moment Dick heard someone coming
with a light step along the path, and peered out
cautiously to see who it was. A young girl a~
peared, stopping suddenly, a nd uttering a slight
cry as she saw the redcoats.
"Ah a , my beauty!" cried the lieutenant. "Why
so fast? Truly, you are a most charming addition to this lovely scene, and I must have a kiss
to show you how I appreciate the pleasure of
seeii1g you."
"Go away!" cried the girl, staring back. "I do
not know you, sir, and I don't allow strangers to
kiss me, nor others, unless there is good reason."
"Ah, but I am an exception, being a king's officer. and therefore a pr.i vileged person."
He was about to spring forward to seize the
girl, when Dick stepped out and said quietly:
"The lady says no, mister, and so do I!"

CHAPTER IL-The Boy From Over the River.
The young girl, who was very pretty, ~ nd with
a modest gentle demeanor, stepped quickly behind Dick, and, with rare self-possession, said:
"I'm glad you came, Jim. I was looking for
you. Mother isn't very well, and I was going for
the doctor. Will you go? You know, just beyond
the turn, the little white house."
"Why, o' course, sis. Don't you worry. Run
right back and tell your ma I'm coming."
The girl hurried away, and Dick would have
gone on, but the lieutenant said pertinently:
"Wait a minute, boy. I think I have seen you
before. Weren't you in a boat, down the river, a
little while ago, and didn't--"
"I guess I was, and I can go back to it," re·
plied D ick, making a feint as if to go in a _certain
direction, and then, as the redcoats closed m upou
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him, changing his course and shooting off quite ness there," laughed Bob, "and they drove hi m
in another. The redcoats seized each other and away."
"D-0n't you know, dear," laugh ed Alice, "that
fell, and there was some confusion, during which
Dick reached the river, cast off the boat, shoved brother Bob want s to m ake me jealous, and tha t
it out, jumped in, and rowed rapidly away. The is why he spoke of the young lady."
"Yes, but wh y should you be, when- -"
camp of the Liberty Boys was on the other side
" There is no r eason, of course. Ther e never is
of the river, a little below where Dick h ad seen
the major, and now, being well out upon t he river, for jealousy, but s-0me people are foolish."
"Wh y, I shouldn't call Bob that," surprised.
he went down, getting gradually nearer to t h e
"Neither should I," laughing, "only mischievous.
farther shore.
"The boys will be sure that I have had some But, Dick, what did take you over the river ?
sort of an adventure," he laughed, "and this time Isn't it dangerous?"
"That is just why he went," chuckled Bob, "and
they will be right, for I have."
He landed at length about opposite the point to find out about the enemy. They are hanging
whe1·e he had !'een the garru.lous major, and tieing about still."
"Dear me! And we thought they had gone
up his boat, proceeded through the w-00<\s and
along a quiet road to the camp of the Liberty when the forts were Jost."
Boys. When he came in he was received with a
"Dick did not, Sis. The redcoats are up to some
shout, many of the boys going forward to meet sort of mischief, and we have got to find out what
it is. The girl over t here will help us, for she is
him.
"Diel you learn anything, Dick?" asked a boy a good patriot."
<>f his own age, wearing a lieutenant's uniform.
"'l.'hen I am sure I shall not be jealous," with a
"Yes. Bob, I saw some ships up the river and merry laugh, "so you can tell me all you want
met a number of redcoats on shore. There is about her, Bob.''
some plot to capture General Washington, but I
"Yes, but I don't know any more than Dick! "
don't kn-0w just what it is. It will take another with a funny little grin.
visit to learn that, I am afraid."
Dick told the story of his adventure on the
"A plot against the general, Dick?" repeated other side of the river, both girls being greatly
Bob Estabrook, the daring first lieutenant of the interested. They had finished dinner when HarryLiberty Boys. " Then we must guard him closer Judson, one of the Liberty Boys, came t o Dick and
than ever, Dick."
said :
"We must be on the watch for all strangers at · , "There is a boy here who says he wants
to J'oin
tl\is time," Dick continued, "for we do not know the Liberty
He seems quite bright an he
what spies may be over here trying to learn about is well built Boys.
strong, and says he can ride, run,
our camp and ab-Out General vVa :.h;ngton . I must shoot, swim, and
and do a lot of things, and he looks
get the details of this plot\- and as soon as it is as if he might."
safe I will go over to the othe1· ~ide of the river
"Bring him here, Hany, and we will talk t o
again and find out all about it."
him," said Dick , and Harry went away, presently
The bo~·s were just sitting down to dinner when
returning with a good-looking boy of about fifthere came a clatter of hoofs, and two young
who saluted Dick as he saw him.
ladies came riding into camp. All the boys got teen,
"Sit down," said Dick, there being a stump close
up, and Dick and Bob "·ent forward to help the by. "So you want to join the Libe11ty Boys? Are
girls dismount.
your parents
Tb at is always necessary.
"You're just in time for dinner, girls!" said What is your willing?
name and where do you live'!"
Dick. "This is an unexpected plea sure."
"My name is Willis Dean. They call me Will,
· The girls were fo.lice Estabrook . Dob 's sister
generally. I live on the other side of the river.
and Dick's sweetheart, and Edith Slater, who was
the s·weetheart of Bob. The boys lived not many Yes, father said I could join the troop. Mother
miles from the camp in Westchester, and ihe girls is willing, too. There are other boys at home, so
had come over to see them and get the news; being I can be spared."
"How old are ybu, Willis?"
as thor oughly in sympathy with the cause of inde"Fifteen last June. I look older because of my •
pendence as were the boys themselves. All the
Liberty Boys knew the girls, and were always size."
"How did you manage to get across, wft:h the
· glad to see th.em on Dick's and Bob's account. as
well as their own, for they were charming. girls redcoats watching the river so closely?"
"Oh, I came over above where. the ships are,
without the least bit of nonsense or affectation
and then cnme down. I did not know just where
about them. and liked to be with the boys.
"Everything is all very fine, Patsy," said Alice, the camp was, and had to look for it. I left the
. "a'!ld good enough for us. We don't want any boat up the river a ways."
beth!r than what you get for the boys, ·SO we are
"Vie ~hall have to see your father and learn
very well satisfied."
what he has to f'ay. \\'e have to be particular in
"Dick has been over to the other side of the these regards, not that we doubt vour word but
river calling on another girl, Sis," said Bob, pres- simply to make sure for ourselves.· The ship~ are
ently, "and just think, he doesn't know her name, still where they were this morning?"
"Yes, captain. Everithing is quiet about there,
even!''
"Why, Bob," said Edith, who was a gentle, though, and I guess ·we can make our way over all
practical sort of girl, if Dick wants to call on right. If you will send some of the young gentleother girls, it is all right. No doubt he had busi- men with me they can see t he governor-my
JJess over there."
father, I mean-and he will t ell them all about it.
"The redcoats seemed to think he had n o busi- If you should like to g o over you rself, he would bo
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very glad to see y-0u, for he admires you very
much. He says you have a fine character."
"But I do not know him, Willis," smiling.
"No, but he has heard of you, captain. Everybody along the river knows Dick Slater, the famous spy."
"I will go with you shortly. Have you had your
dinner? We have finished, but Patsy will get
you up something."
"No, thank you, I don't feel peckish-hungry, I
mean. I had a bite before I left. I will wait till
you are ready," and the boy arose and strolled
carelessly toward the edge of the camp.
"Very well, I will .!et y-0u know.I'
Alice arose carelessly and walked in the opposite direction, quickly beckoning to Dick. He followed slowly, and when he reached her, Alice said
in a low t-0ne:
"Don't take him, Dick, don't go with him. I
believe he is a spy!"

GUARDING

WASHING TON

Dick had left his boat, which was below where
Willis Dean had put his. Ben and Harry went
with the stranger to get the boat, while Dick and
Bob launched theirs and rowed slowly out upon
the river, keeping a lookout for the others. When
the other boat came up with them the other boy
said:
"We don't need to go so far. I borrowed the
boat from a man up tile river, but I live below
where the ships are. We will go there, and father
can return the boat."
"Very well,'' replied Dick. "It will save us a
walk, and then we will not be seen by the ships.
That will be all right."
Nothing had been said about Dick's having
been over to the -0ther side that morning, for Dick
never talked about his affairs before strangers,
and the Liberty Boys observed the same caution.
They set out acro ss the river, watching the hills
for any sign of a sudden flaw of wind such as
might be expected at almost any time, the boats
keeping not very far apart, so that in case of
accident they could help each other. They went
over without accident, although they saw clouds
CHAPTER III.-A P:rovidential Escape.
gathering on the hills, and the air had lost its
Dick beckoned to Bob to join himself and Alice, lazy feeling of the morning, and there was a
leaden tinge to the sky in the north, toward where
and walked on carelessly for a few steps.
"What do you think of him, Bob?" Dick asked. the ships lay, though the boys could not see them.
"He seems mighty self-possessed for a country Nearing the shore, the boats kept close1· togethe1·,
boy of fifteen, and he speaks -very well, too. He the strange boy going a little aJiead to point out
may have had a better education than most boys the way. The leading boat was almost at the
shore, when young Dean whistled shrilly, saying:
in his station."
"That's to let the lieu-the ~overnor, I mean,
"He does not belong about here at all," de~
clared Alice. "He is English. He calls his father know that I'm coming, captain."
At the moment a young girl came out of a bit
'the governor,' and s;i.ys he is 'peckish,' when he
means hungry. Why did he salute you? Ordi- of woods, saw the boats, hurried forward, and
nary boys don't do that. Then he was looking cried excitedly:
"Captain, don't land here; there are a dozen
about every minute. He is a spy, Dick, and you
sailors waiting behind that barn to-- Who is
must not trust yourself with him."
"Jove! I believe you are right, sis," said Bob. that boy? He belongs to one of the ships. I
"I noticed something queer about him myself, but have seen him in uniform; he tried to kiss--"
Willis Dean suddenly leaped up and sprang
I didn't know ,just what it was, except his selfashore, Harry trying to seize him.
possession. That did seem a bit odd."
"This way, bullies!" he shouted. "Quick and
"I noticed all these things myself,'' observed
Dick, "but they may be explained away. I am you will catch the rebels yet!"
Then seven or eight British , sailors came dashglad you did not show that you suspected him.
It may be as you say, Alice, and it may not. I ing -0ut from behind a barn near at hand, and
believe in giving everyone a char.ce, as you know." rushed at the boat. Ben pushed out and Harry
rowed at a lively rate, while Bob backed water,
Just then Edith came up, and Alice said:
.
"I think we had better go, dear. We have and Dick whipped out his pistols.
"Pun ahead, Bob,'' he cried, seizing the tiller
something of a ride, and Dick and Bob have busiwith one hand, and rapidly turning the boat.
ness, and won't want a couple of girls about."
Then he fired, giving one of the sailors a flesh
"Yop won't take any extra risks, will you,
wound in the right shoulder and causing him to
brother?" asked Edith, anxi-0usly.
"No. I will not, sister so do not be worried. fall against two others. Ben fired two shots,
Bob and I will take goocl care of ourselves, you while Harry pulled vigorously, and the boat shot
out upon the river. Ben's shots were like Dick's,
n1ay be su r e."
The girls shortly left the camp, and then Dick simply to cause confusion and give the boys a
said to the strange boy, who was talking to Ben, chance to get away.
"You had better get into this boat, boys,'' said
Sam, Harry and some others:
"I will go over with you in a few minutes, as Dick, as they got a little farther out. "We can
soon as the lieutenant has changed his clothes. manage better with four of us, and 1 think we are
Our uniforms are not in good repute on the other going to catch a squall of some sort."
Ben and Harry quickly got into the other boat,
aide -0f the river just now,'' smiling,
"No, I suppose not, captain," replied Willis towing the one they had been in after them.
"If we have to let it go, it will be all right,"
Dean.
Dick told Ben and Harry to get ready to go declared Dick~ "but it may act as a drag and
over, and they went off to change their uniforms keep tile wina from getting too strong a hold
for ordinary clothes. In a few minutes they were• on us."
Hai-ry b1·ought the oilier oars with him, and
· ~l ready, ·a nd set off.in a body for the place where
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was thus enabled to help Bob, the waves presently beginning to roughen and the wind to grow
fresher and colder. The middy and the sailors
evidently hoped that Dick would be forced to come
back, and they lined along the shore to be ready
to catch them when they landed. They were close
in to shore, and presently heard voices and foot-.
steps coming · along the little road.
.
"Whoever it is, they will scarcely see us," said
Dick in a low tone, "and it may not be the middy
and sailors. Even if it is there is little to fe:;;:,."
"Sounds like young Dean's voice," whispered
Bob.
In a few moments the voices were heard distinctly, that of young Dean saying:
"If it wasn't for this darkness we might see.
them. I don't believe they'll ever get across the
river in th4s squall, and they'll be drowned without our having a chance to hang them, the rebels!"
"Yes, it was unfortunate, sir," said a .gru1::
voice. "Who was the lass that gave warnmg?
"She's a rebel that lives about here, but I did
now know that she knew Slater. But for her they
would have been prisoners in a moment."
They hurried on, and the bo ys were still safe,
the rain that fell on them bothering them but
little. The squall was of but short duration, and
a few minutes after young Dean, as the boys
called him, and his party had passed, the sky
began to lighten materially, and the wind to fall
very perceptibly. Then they saw the sun on the
water at a little distance, gradually spreading as
the clouds disperse.
"We had better start on our way across," said
Dick. "If the middy should happen to return he
would see us now."
They set out, therefore, and had gone several
lengths when young Dean and the sailors reappea1·ed.
"Hallo! there are the rascally young rebels
now," cried the J"liddy. "Give the alarm! They
must not escape."
The boys d1<l escape, however, for all of the
boy's shouting, and passed well astern of the ships
before those on board understood what the middy
was shouting about. They rounded the bend in
the river and kept on across, landing much nearer
the camp than where they had embarked, and
hurried forward, the sky being now almost unclouded, and the air mild and hazy as beore.

CHAPTER IV.-A Duel On Horseback.
The Liberty Boys had not feared for Dick and
the rest on account of the squall, for they supT)OSed that the party would wait on the 01.her sjde
until all danger was over, and Dick 's prolonged
absence did not cause them any un easiness. When
they returned to camp without the boy , however,
there were a great many questions asked. The
days were shorter at this time, and, nestled
among the hills as they were, they lost sight of
the sun earlier than the people on the other s ide
of them or on top. There was not a long time to
dark, therefo1·e, and Dick concluded that unless
something unforeseen happened, he would not go
over the river again that night, but wait till Hie
n'4vt. rla.v.
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There was some little time to supper yet, and
so, putting on his uniform and saddling his horse,
a fi~ coal black Arabian, which he called Major,
he set out for the headquarters of General Washington, a few miles distant. He went alone, for
he knew the road well and there were only patriots about, so that there was nothing to fear, and
even if there had been, he· would not have cared.
"I'll be back by supper time, Boh." he said, as
he sprang into the saddle and refi, the camp.
"All right, we won't worry about "you, Dick,"
cried Bob, waving his hat, while all the boys
cheered, for Dick Slater was held in the highest
esteem by them all, and there was not one ;vho
would not have given his life, if need be, to serve
him. He rode away at a good pace and was soon
out of sight, none of the boys expecting but that
he would be back at the time he said. He had
ridden a couple of miles, when he suddenly saw a
suspicious moYement in the bushes at the side
of the road a few rods ahead of him. There was a
straight stretch of road here for a quarter of a
mile, and Dick's eyes were especially sharp.
"There is some one in the bushes waiting to
spring out upon or shoot me," was his instant
thought. "I must get the best of them!"
Then, without using whip or spur, he suddenl y
urged Major ahead at his swiftest speed, the intelligent animal going like the wind. As he
passed the bushes where he had seen the suspicious motion, a form suddenly leaped out and
jumped upon the swiftly moving horse , clutching
at Dick's throat with a vise-like grip . It was a
magnificent leap, and only a man well trained to
such sm·t of work could have don e it. Going at
such a tremendous speed, Dick could not rein in
his horse at once, and he was in a most perilous
position.
The man behind had a grip upon hi s throat,
and he mu st shake the fellow off or reel from the
saddle and be trodden under foot. The man had
meant to fire upon him, no doubt, but, going at
such a terrific speed, the only chance he had was
to leap in t o the sad<lie, and this he had accomplished. Dick had his right hand free, ancl novv,
turning, with the great s uppleness he po ssessed.,
he looked the man in the face and aimed a blow
straight at his eyes. The m::m was Porter, the
Tory spy. ·He must have rros~ed the river after
the storm, and, su specting whither Dick was
going, had lain in wait for nim .
Whether there were others, Dick neither knew
nor cared. There was this present foe to be gotten rid of, and at once. Like a fiash and with the
force of a catapault Dirk's fist flew out. The
Tory spy t ri ed to dodge the blow, but Dick was
too qgick for him, and with cruel force the young
patriot's fist struck him sq L<arely between the
eyes, staggering him. He let go hi s hoid upon
Dick's throat, and now seized him around the
body and tried to throw him from the saddle.
"On, boy; on, Major!" hi:;oed Dick, as he suddenly let the reins fall on the bea utiful creature's
back, and seized the spy by the throat \\·ith both
hands, turning nearly around in the saddle to
do it.
"Stop him, Slater, in heaven's name stop him!"
gasped the Tory. "We will be dashed to pieces!"
"No, we won't!" hissed Dirk. "You may be, but
T u. 1nn 'tJ 'J
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Then, ....with a grip of steel, his fingers closed
upon the Tory's throat and tightened. The man.
grew black in the face and, loosening his g\asp
about Dick's waist, struck and clawed and fought,
struggling vainly to tear off that awful grip,
which was slowly strang'l'ing him. And still Major
fairly flew over the road, trees and rocks and
posts gliding by like things in a dream, seeming
unreal and ghastly as they went whirling past.
Then, with a prodigious effort, he seized the man
around the body, turned to his former position,
lifted the man from the horse, and Iaid him limp
and unconscious a~ross the saddle in front of him.
Then, picking up the reins, he spoke tC> Major, and
in a moment the intelligent creature was slackening his speed materially, and in a few moments
more was going at an ordinarily rapid gait, and
not at the fierce speed he had kt!pt up for the past
mile.
'Steady, boy!" said Dick, gently, and soon the
noble animal was going at moderate Rpeed, and
.then, as the spy lying across the saddle began
to show signs of recovery, had settled down into
a gentle trot.
Josh Porter began to breathe deeply, and his
.!ace to take on its natural hue, although he was
still as weak as a dishrag and unable to stand
upon his feet. Dick kept on at a steady trot for
another half mile, and then Porter began to make
an effort to rise and straighten himself out.
"Stay where you are, Josh Po1·ter!" said Dick,
sternly. "You are going with me to General
Washington, and if you try to get away I will
choke you worse than before!"
"Let me go, Slater," gasped the spy, "and I
will pay you a lotr--"
"Don't you dare propose such a thing to me,
you Tory scoundrel, or I will hang you myself l"
'said Dick. "It has been a duel between us, spy
against spy, honest boy against rogue, patriot
against Tory, and I have won!"
Then Dick fairly dashed on, the Tory clutching
the horse's mane to keep from falling oft', and at
length there came a sharp hail:
"Halt! Who goes there?"
Dick stopped Major almost within the instant,
and answered in a firm voice:
"Dick Slater, captain of the Liberty Boys, with
a prisoner and news for the general."
Three or four men ran up, took the spy from
Dick, disarmed him and led him away, while the
sentry said:
"That's -all right, cap'n,· I know you, of course,
but I gotter go by rule. So you've got news for
the general."
"Yes, and of the utmost importance. Will you
kindly send word Captain Slater seeks an audience?"
"Certainlyt. Captain," said the corporal of the
guard. "Wi!J.i.tts, take Captain Slater's message."
~Waal, I guess I will," laughed an awkward
looking, long-legged, fair-haired soldier. "Gosh!
I've knowed Dick Slater sence he was knee high
to a .g rasshopper, and before ever he was a captain, or there wasn't no war nor nothin' and I
know he's all right," and away ran the honest
fellow to do his errand.
Dick dismounted, took an apple from a tree
near at hand and ·g ave it to Major, at the same
time stroking his glossy skin, which was .as black
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as night, without a 's ingle white hair to be seen
anywhere on it, saying with a smile:
"I am pretty well known about here, Eph. I
know Sim Willitts, and have known him as long as
I can remember. The same with vou and a l-0t
·
of the men about."
"Reckon you have, cap'n, and we know you,
too, and know that you never done a mean or a
dishones t act in all your life, and it just makes
me laugh to hear the Tory sneaks around here
call you a rebel, and say you have a lot o' im pudence to go agin the King and all that, when I
know mighty well that if it was right to :;:tick up
fur the King you'd do it, 'cause you never done
nothin' wtong yet. Burgess and Jones and them
'ere fellers sayin' you're wrong? Why, they
dunno what they're torkin' about!"
"0' cour's e they don't!" declared several men
•
standing near.
"There's that Josh Porter," said another. "I
know him for a snea k and ,a Tory, and I wa n' t
surprised when I seen the captain fetch him in,
for I ]mowed he "as bound to catch it one o'
these days."
"I had not known the man before three or fout·
days ago," said Dick, "and then I suspected him •
although I knew nothing about him. No.w I know
that my suspicions were correct, and that the
man is the rankest kind of a Tory and a spy to
boot."
''The gen'ral will see you right away, cap tain ,"
said Wi!lit t s.

CHAPTER V.-In Consultation With t he General.
Dick went at once to the general's quarter s.
which were in an old farmhou se, Washington receiving him cordially, saying:
"You have important news for me, I hear, captain. You Liberty Boys are guarding me mos t;
carefully, and I suppose the news concerns our
enemies, the redcoats?"
"Yes, your excellency," replied. "There is a
British plot to capture you, but I do not k now the
details as yet."
To capture me, Dick?" repeated the gener al, in
amazement.
"Yes, yaur excellency. I overheard some of the
British officers talking it over, and then I captu red
a spy of theirs, a Tory, by the way, who I t hin k
kno ws -0f the plot. He is in your camp now."
"But it woµld be exceedingly dangerous for
them to cross to this side of the river, Dick. P utnam and others are on this side, and Gover nor
Clinto:i and his brother James are on t he other,
watchmg them. They would be between two fires
'
Dick."
"Yes, I h."Ilow they would, your excellency, but
their plan may be a deep one. I have not learned
it as yet, but I think that this man Josh Porter
knows it. Would it not be well t-0 question him ?"
"Yes, I think it would," and the commander-ir.chief called to one o~ the guards on the wide ver anda outside:
"Have the prisoner brought here at once."
In a short time the spy was brought in by two
solc;jiers, his arms bound to his side.
"This is Josh Porter, general," said Dick. "He
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came into our camp to obtain information which_
he furnished to the enemy. Capta in Whittle,
Major Ford and others are in the plot, which Sir
Henry Clinton and General Vaughan no doubt
approve. They are on the other side of the river,
keeping very quiet."
The spy looked very uneasy, and glanced first at
the general and then at Dick, evidently trying to
read his fate in their faces.
"What were you doing on this side of the riv er,
Porter?" ask ed the general.
"I was going home," in a s url y tone. ''I live
ovel' he Je. ,.

"Then what were }·ou doin g on the other side,
among the enemy ? "
The man said nothin g. fearing to convict himself if he said too much, evidently.
"What is this plan \\·h ich I overheard Major
Ford and Captain 'Whittle talking about?" ask ed
Dick.
'
·" I donno; all I was to clo was to come over here
a nd find out if the general wa ~ he1e," doggedly.
"I donno what ideas they had after that. They
a,-ked me to find out and I did."
"\Vhat do you know of the plot to capture General Washington?" asked Dick, fixing hi s eye
firmly upon the spy.
"Nothing," in a low tone. "I didn't know
there was any. All I did was to find out if the
general was here. I didn't know why they wanted to know."
"What do you know of it?" Dick repeated, fixing h is gray-blue eyes more firmly on the man.
Josh Porter lowered his face, to avoid the penetrating glance Dick gave him, and muttered
uneasily:
"I donno not hing. There is such a plot. The
big ones are in it, and the major and some others are appo in ted to manage it."
"Look me in the face!" said Dick sternly, a nd
the two Continental soldiers made the sny rai e
his head.
·
"Do you really know nothing of the particulars of this plot? Are you positively telling the
truth?" Dick asked. The sny lr>oked at Dick and
said in a low tone, and with great stress of emotion:
"Yes, captain, I am telling the truth. I don't
know the arrangements. Only Sir Henry knows
them, but they are to be told to the Major, who
has charge of the expedition."
Dick saw that the m an was telling the truth,
and gave the commander-in-chief a sign ificant
look which Porter did not see.
"Take the man away and keep him under the
strongest guard," said the general, anci the men
went out, leaving Dick alone with hi s conimanci2r~
"He was telling the trutli., Dick," said Wa ~ h
ington, who took a fatherly interest in Jlick and
did not treat him in the formal m anner tha t he
used towa rd his other officers.
-·'Yes, your excellency, I believe he was."
"And we are still in ig-norance of the details
of thi~ plot against my Hber ty. It is of the utmost im portance that we should know them at
once."
"It is, indeed, your excellency."
"Can I depend upon you to obtain these particulars, Dick?"
" If it is a possible thing, I will obtain the de-
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tails, general," in a firm tone. "If they can ho
gotten, I will do it."
" Good! Do your best, Dick."
"I will, general. I s that all?"
"Yes, Dick."
"Then, with your permission, your excellency,
I w ill leave at once," and, saluting, Dick left the
farmhouse, g ot his horse, and within a few minutes was galloping along the road in the dire()tion of the camp. It was growing darker now,
but there was still time for him to get home by
the time 1.10 ha~ set, an d he did not hasten. Patsy
was blowmg h1 ~ bugle to call the boys to supper,
w:hen he i:ode 111, and the whole troop welcomed
him hea.rtily, t.oo. They were greatly surprised
as well as deli ghted to learn that he had captured Josh Porter and given him up, a nd had
given another Tory a thi;ashing, which, in his
case. was as good as han ging.
"And so Josh Porter tri ed to waylay you and
fell into 1.he toils himself?" said Bob. "That's a
great idea ! But you did not learn a nything
from him about the plot against the general?"
"N o, and I do not believe that he knows the
det ails. I $hall have to learn those myself and
J shall go across the river again immediately
after supper and see what I can do about it."
"Alone, Dick? " asked Bob.
"Yes, that will be safer, on the whole although it seems a ri sky undertaking."
'
"You could have the w hole of the Liberty Boys
\\°ith you if you wanted them, Dick."
"Yes, I know; but, come, supper is ready and
we will dispose of that first, and then talk of
oth er m atters afterward."
"Well, it is a risky business, Dick," laughed
Bob, "but if you cannot carry it through I don't
know who can."
"I nwst, and that is all there is about it," d(lterminedly.
CHAPTER VI.-The Plans of the Enemy.

It was quite dark when Dick set out for t he
otl1er side of the riYer, but there wonlc! be a
moon later, so that he would have light on the
way back, and it was just as well ,to g:) o"er in
the dark. 'l'he boat was nearer than it Ind been,
so that Dick did not have much of a walk to get
to it. Disg-uising himself as an old m1.'1, Dick
put a number of vegetables a nd some fish into
the boat, a11<l set out across th e river.
He had tw o or three nistol s conceal ed u nder
his coat in case he should · need them, aNl set out
with great hope of learning so met hin g cf the plot
against the general. T he river was smooth now
and he made his w:ty without troubl e, rowing
steadily and lem<ng the shore farther and farthe1· behin d h~m .
The ~oon ro~e before he
reached the other s;de and $heel a long $ilvery
pa th acrnss th e water, revealing him to some
redcoats whom he saw on the shore as he drew
nei:tJ'.
"Hallo! Who are you and '"here arc yGU going? " called one, and Dick r ecogn ized the voice
of the lieutenant he had seen during the day.
"I'm old Peter, and I've got a load of fresh
vegetables and a lot of f1~s h-caught fish," replied Dick, in a piping voice.
''Aha, the river fish are very toothsome and
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savory," said the major, Dick recognizing his
voice and tone in a moment. "I should advise
and recommend that we get the old fellow to
take some of the fish to the cottage, and let the
dame cook them for us. Jove! there is no tavern
worthy the name in the region, and I am starving
for something to eat."
"They are good fish, sirs," said Dick, tying up
his boat and stepping out, "and have been caught
within the hour. They are even flapping their
tails, so that you may see they are fresh."
"Yes, yes, but don't talk so much, you old fool,
and take them to the house yonder and bid the
housewife serve them at once, without delay, and
have them properly grilled."
"Yes, your honor, but we can't cook fish without silver, don't you know that?" with a shrill
laugh.
"The old fellow is wise for his years/' laughed
Captain Whittle. "Here, gaffer, here is a silver
crown for you. Will that cook the fish and keep
out the poison?"
"Very nicely, sir; thank you kindly," and Dick
took his basket on his arm and hobbled up to the
house, not far distant.
He went to the back door and knocked, and
presently a pretty girl came, whom he knew at
once to be the one he had seen in the morning. ·
"Here are fish which the gentlemen want cooked for their supper," he said, in a shrill tone.
"And why should we cook for redcoats and get
no thanks for it?" the girl asked. "It is something new for them to furnish their food, but
we are not going to cook for any redcoats, and
if they want them they can cook them them.elves."
"Let me do it," said Dick, in a low tone. "It
will be better to keep them in the house, for ther.
I mav learn some of their plans."
"Riess my heart. who--"
"Sh! I am the boy whom you helped this morning. I have come over to learn all I can of their
plans."
"Very good. They have taken possession of
the house, but since I cuffed t,he captain's ears
and scalded the lieutenant, none has offered to
kiss me; none has tried it."
"Grace, child, I think we might get the fish
cooked if they- really want them," said a pleasant-voiced old lady from the kitchen.
"The old fellow says he will ao it, aunty," said
the girl. "Come in, daddy, and set to work."
Dick quickly cleaned the fish, while Grace made
a hot fire on which to broil them, the redcoats
having come into the house, as the night air was
damp and chill, especially so near to the river.
Then the aunt set the table in the dining room,
laying out dainty-ochina, polished glass, and the
whitest linen, the shining pewter and the old
silver further furnishing the table in the best
fashion. The girl's name was Grace Hawthorne,
she told Dick, but the aunt was not told his secret, although she was a good patriot, the girl
not deeming it wise to entrust it to too many.
"Give them some home-brewed, and the strongest you have,'' whispered Dick. "It will loosen
their tongues, and that is what I want."
"Very good," said Grace, with a laugh..
have kept it out of the way, but now I will g1Ve
"them all tl1ey want." "
The aunt called the redcoats to supper, and
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Dick took in the fish, hot and steaming and
broiled to a turn, while Grace brought in a foaming pitcher of home-brewed ale and some mugs.
There was bread and butter, cheese, fresh corn
and potatoes, and a big dish of sweet cakes, but
the redcoats devoted themselves particularly to
the fish and to the home-brewed. Dick remained
in the room, passing the plates, filling the mugs,
and performing other duties, his presence not
seeming to attract any especial attention.
"About this plan of yours, major,'' said the
captain, winking at the rest. "When do you think
we should be allowed to carry it out?"
"Very shortly, captain," the major replied. "Sir
Henry notifies and informs me that it will be a
good time to-morrow. Information is to be taken
to the rebel general that we have left this part
of the country, and he is asked and requested to
come over here to meet the rebel governor with
a view to ascertaining our intentions and to
form a plan of action against us, and then, when
the rebel leader comes over, he is to be seized
and made a prisoner."
"Then you think he will come over?"
"To be sure. He will want to consult with the
governor, of course. They will think that they
will catch us, but instead of that we will get the
rebel himself. Success to the plan, gentlemen!"
They had emptied two pitchers of home-brewed
and were well along on the next and their hands
were not very steady. As they raised their mugs
to drink the toast, Dick was removing the plates
and had a pile of them in his hands. Then he
collided with the lieutenant, who spilled his ale
down the captain's neck, he in turn shoving
against the major in his effort to get away from
the lieutenant. The major upset his mug and
slid under the table, and the toast was not drunk.
Dick picked up- the major and at the same time
tock some papers from his coat pocket and slipped them int.o his OWI1 without being observed.
Then he supplied the revelers with pipes and tobacco and ~et them in front of the fire, the evening having turned cold, and left them to their
enjoyment.
"I have found out thei"r plans,'' said Dick, "and
I must cross over. They will not trouble you
again to-night, as they will all be asleep before
long, and in the morning you must keep to
yourselves. Keep a watch on any one who crosses to our side of the river, and if you can, send
us word. Is there any one you can trust?"
"Only a half-witted boy who works for us, but
he will do as he is told and will carry a note to
you."
"Very good; but be careful how you word it."
"I will write it so that you will understand it,
but no one else."
"Very well; I will be on the lookout for the
boy. Tell him to cross directly. I will have
some one on the watch for him."
"I will send him over just as soon as I know
that the enemy have sent their messen~er over."
Dick then left the house and took his way to
the shore, where he fou)1d the boat where he had
left it. There were half a dozen redcoats about,
but they allowed him to go unmolested, considering him merely a harmless old man and a half
idiot. Dick set out across the river in the full
moonlight, the water being smooth and not a sign
of a squall in sight, all being calm and still. He
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saw the lights on the ships, and once he noticed
a boat going from one t o another, but he was not
hailed, and went on his way in perfect safety,
reaching the shore at length, and being welcomed
by a number of the Liberty Boys, Bob among
them.
"Did you learn what you went for, Dick?" asked the young lieutenant, as Dick landed and Ben
tied up the boat.
"Yes, and I think I had better see the general
again to tell him. He will be expecting some
word from me, as he was particular that I should
go over to-night."
"And shall you go there to-night?"
" Yes, it will not take so long, and it is really
important."
Then Dick walked up to the camp to put on
his uniform, telling Bob what he had learned on
the way.
"The girl on the other side of the river, whose
name is Grace Hawthorne, will send a boy over
as soon as she sees the enemy send a messenger
to General Washington, and you must be on the
lookout for him," Dick continued. "He is only
half witted, but he will bear a note which you
will probably understand if it comes during my
absence."
'
"All right," was the reply. "I suppose it is
better for you to go at once, out it will make a
pretty busy day and night for you."
"Yes, but after that we may have nothing to
do for some time, and it does not seem to hurt
us to be busy."
Reaching the camp Dick lost no time in putting
on his uniform, one of the boys having saddled
Major in the meanwhile, so that no time was
!Ost, and he was shortly galloping along the
country road in the clear moonlight.
"You will be back by morning, I suppose?" Bob
lrnd said to him, a t the last minute.
· "Yes, most likely, so you need not worry. I
·hall be on the lookout, but I hardly apprehend
meeting ffily enemies at this hour, and I am al,.,-ays well provided for them."
The fires had well-nigh died out by this time,
:l!'<l they were scarcely needed, on account of the
noon . The pickets marched to and fro monotonously, and could see a long distance on account
nf the moonlight, although here and there were
dark places where the trees cast a deep shadow
on the road. Dick had not returned by morning,
however, and by broad daylight he was still missing,. and the Liberty Boys to feel worried on account of his absence.

CHAPTER VIL-A Kind Deed Rewanled.
Dick Slater set ofl' by moonlight and made
good progress along the deserted road, his
thoughts busy with the impending danger that
threatened his beloved and revered general. Part
of his way lay between thick woods, and this
made him cautious, although he went along at a
good gait, keeping an eye on either side of the
road as well as ahead, despite the fact that his
thoughts were engaged elsewhere.
Suddenly he saw something at the side of the
road. In the shadowy gloom of the trees, he
might n ot have descried it, but for the fact that
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a moonbeam glinted on something bright. That
surprised Dick, for the Indians, as well a.& experienced hunters and Indian fighters, never had
anything bright in their accoutrement s, as the
tell-tale glint would have discovered - them at
once to the enemy or the quarry.
"It may be some redcoat," murmured Dick to
himself. "I wonder if they have anticipated
their intended attack. No colonist would every
carry anything gleaming like that."
He had not slackened his speed, thinking it
best to make a dash for it, as on the previous
occasion when he had been attacked by Josh
Porter for he was a prisoner, and it was not
probable that there was a second man about that
could have performed that feat of jumping on
a rapidly galloping horse as neatly as had the
Tory spy. But as he approached the object, it
arose, showing no design for concealment. It
was a solitary object, not very large, and Dick
wondered if it were a bear. He pulled up a little, and had his pistol ready to fire, but in a
moment put it up again, for the object proved
to be the bent form of an old woman, who had
risen as she had heard the beat of a horse's
hoofs, and stood awaiting his approach.
"Kind sir," she said, in quivering tones, "I
have lost my way. Can you tell me where I
am?"
Dick stopped, looked at her keenly, then asked:
"Where did you want to go?"
"To Sam Jones' place. Do you know him?"
There was a Tory by that name living on the
same road that Dick was going, but the name
was not an uncommon one, so Dick asked again :
"ls he an elderly man, with long gray beard
and hair?"
"That's him," said the woman quickly. "Will
you tell me the shortest ·way to get there? I
have been walking since noon, trying to find the
place, and I'm most tuckered out. "
Dick could see by her tones that she was telling the truth.
"Give me your hand," he said kindly, "and get
up here behind me. I am going that way, and
will carry you there on my horse. He has carried double often. "
The old woman gladly accepted his offer, mum- · I
bling her tha nks, though it was no easy matter
to get her up behind him. In fact, Dick had t:>
dismount, lift her onto Major's back, and then
jump up himself. He went on quite rapidly after that to make up for lost time. the old Koman cling:ng tightly to him. He had not pi-oceeded half the distance to General Washington's headquarters when he again brought up
short. He saw the bushes moving on both side~.
"What is it?" asked the old woman, in her
quavering tones.
"Sh-sh !" cautioned Dick. "I don't know yet.. "
But he was soon t o .find out.
"Halt!" came the command.
Dick measured the chances. Should he try to
dash on and trust to Major speed? He wheeled
the fleet animal around, and dashed back the way
he had come, but he found his way blocked there
also, his enemies having well laid their plans.
Evidently they had been awaiting him.
"Surrender!" cried a voice.
Dick did not recognize any of the band, al-
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though he knew most of the people living in the
neighborhood.
'·You have the better of me," he said quietly.
"You do know when you're beaten, eh?" sneered one of the Cowboys.
Dick made no reply, but sat his horse, waiting
to see what would be their next move.
"Where were you going, and what was your
business?" was asked him.
"That's for you to find out, if you want to
know," answered Dick, a little contemptuously,
at so idle a question, as if they did not know him
well enough by reputation to understand that he
would not tell his business at the first question.
"Search him for papers!" was the next order.
"Better kill him first," suggested some one.
"We'll get 'em easier and quicker that way."
Dick had no fear of a search, for he had ab·
solutely nothing of a compromising nature with
him, the only paper being the pass he had taken from his prisoner, Josh Porter. There was
some grumbling among the men, but no one
made any further suggestion at the time.
"We will get away from here as quickly as
possible, men," said the leader. "Bind the prisoner's hands and feet, and lead his horse."
The orders were obeyed, and Dick soon f<ijmd
himself being led through an opening in the
woods, up a hill, and along a trail that led away
from the general's headquarters as well as from
the camp of the Liberty Boys. It was several
miles distant, and the moon was down behind the
hills before they reached the cowboy's camp.
It was midnight before they made a halt, and
then Dick saw that their camp was but a temporary affair and not their regular one. He
was lifted from Major, who was tethered with
the other animals, and put on the ground, with
his back against a tree. Then the men sat on
the ground in a semi-circle in front of him, and
the leader be3'!1n to question their prisoner.
"It is known that you were over the river this
afternoon," he began, and that you gained some
information th.at you are carrying to Washington."
Dick made no reply.
"What did you learn, and what is your mission to the headquarters of that rebel Washington?"
Still no reply from Dick.
"We will give you five minutes to make up your
mind to tell us all you know," said the leader.
"At the end of that time we will hang you unless you are ready with your information."
"And in C!ase I tell you all?" asked Dick, curious to know their intention.
"Oh, then we will take you to the British general and get our reward."
Dick had no idea of giving any information,
but he wanted time to review the situation. If
he told what he had heard across the river
that afterna,m, he would be telling what the
enemy already knew and would not injure the
patriot cause, also if he told the reasQJl for his
midnight trip to the patriot headquarters, there
would be no ill consequences from that, as he
would have trouble to get to General Washington at all, and if he did not come back he knew
the boys would go to headquarters after him,
and finding that he had not been there, would
tell the general . his message, and then °set out to
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hunt for him. In order to gain time, therefore,
he decided to make a feint of telling everything. At the end of five minutes the cowboys
took up their position in front of him.
"Well?" said the leader.
"I have decided to answer your questions," said
Dick. "What is it you want to know?"
"Where were you going to-night?"
"To see General \Vashington."
"What were you going to tell him?"
"That the British had a plot to capture him,
and to warn him."
"H'm! Well, we interfered a little, didn't we?
Your so-called general will not get his information to-night, thanks to us."
Pick did not reply.
"What else?"
"There is nothing else."
They tried to intimidate him, promised him
his liberty, did all they could to make him give
further information, but Dick was absolutely
silent.
"Oh, hang him, and be done with it," growled
the cowboy. whom Dick had captured and who
had escaped, anxious to get even with the young
patriot c'aptain.
At length it was decided to hang him at once,
_and then go to the British general and claim
the reward of five hundred pounds that had been
offered for his capture dead or alive. One of
them went off to get a rope, another to look out
for a good strong limb to hang him on, while the
others were talking among themselves the best
way to go about claiming the reward, ·w.hether
it would be necessary to deliver his dead body ,
or simply procure proofs of his death, and, if so.
what proofs would be required. They got into
a dispuUi about this latter point, and were arguing or rather quarreli11g- llbout it, when Dick
felt a gentle touch behind him.
"Don't look around," sn;d a quaYer ing old voice.
"You done me a good turn, an' no\\' I'm goin'
to do you one. You didn't put down the old
woman, but tried to help her, and she'll show that
she is grateful to you by helpin' you get·away.'"
With trembling hands she cut the ropes about
Dick's feet and hands, saying at the same time:
"Don't move. Pretend you are still tied, and
when thev try to string you up, you make a
break. I'll have your horse out in the open over
yonder," and she pointed toward the way th.e y
had come.
"Just loosen him, and that will be enough,"
whispered Dick in return. "He'll come as soon
as I whistle."
"All right," and before the cowboys had returned with the rope and had stopped their
quarreling over the reward, the old woman had
slipped awav in the darkness, leaving Dick's
hands and feet practically free, though ostensibly bound.
"Now we're ready," cried the leader, the one
who had been looking for a stout limb. "Bring
him over."
Two of the men picked Dick up bodily and
carried him over to the tree that had been. selected.. for his death scene. They placed him on
his feet, and were throwing the rope over the
limb, when Dick suddenly threw out both hand simultaneously, knocking down the two men who
had stood one on each side of him, and with ona
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leap had disappeared among the trees. In the
darkness they could not at once find the place
where he had disappeared, and before they hadtime to recover from their surprise, Dick had
whistled to Major, who had instantly responded
to his call.
With a taunting "Good-by till we meet again,"
Dick was in the saddle, and the cowboys could
hear the galloping hoofs of Major as he joyously bore his young master away. Thus it was
that a little act of kindness toward an old woman had saved his life, for the old woman belonged to the neighborhood of the cowboy camp,
and on seeing Dick captured, had followed un ~
seen, kept on the edge of the camp, watched her
opportunity, and had appeared just at the right
moment.

CHAPTER VIII.-A Game of Hide and Seek.
Glad enough was Dick to be once more on
Major's back, and on his way to Washington's
camp.
"I'm well out of that,'' he said to himself,
"thanks to a grateful old soul, who evidently is
not much used to kindness."
It was past midnight now, .f or the cowboys'
camp had lain quite a distance from the place
where he had been captured.
"That cowboy who got away must have gone
t o the camp and discovered my intention, and let
~he others know, to have trapped me so neatly,"
he continued to himself.
He hurried on, keeping a keen lookout for any
further interruptions, for he was anxious to give
his information and save his beloved commander from the threatened danger, realizing not
only wouid it be the doom of General Washington to fall into British hands, but the defeat of
the patriot cause as well, for the time at least.
The sky was beginning to lighten, and still Dick
was some miles away from headquarters. He
urged Major into a still faster gait, and the
ground was quickly covered.
The delay had been most unfortunate, although it was by no means probable that Grace
h ad had time to send a message by the half-witted boy to say that the messenger purporting to
have a note from Governor Clinton had been
despatched. Still he was anxious to get the ne1\,s
to the general of the plot against him, and the
proposed means to make it successful. The first
faint streaks of dawn were tinging the horizon
and still Dick was on the way, being obliged to
ease Major over the rough ground that lay between the cowboys' camp and that of General
Washington's. Dick had an excellent idea of
direction, and he was sure he had not wandered
from the right road, yet he began to doubt
himself as the sky brightened, and still no signs
of the camp.
"Ah, I know that stream," he sighed in relief;
"that is where the first outpost is."
He put his horse to a canter and was soon
challenged by a sentry. As before, Dick did not
have the countersign, but the guard knew him,
a nd signalled to some one to lead the young captain to the general's quarters.
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"Give my horse a rubdown and something to
eat, please,'' said Dick. "He has been on the
road most of the night."
"Very well, captain," was the reply. "He
shall have the best we have."
Dick was taken to the house where the general
lodged, and was met by one of his staff, who told
the young captain that the general had left two
hours previous on a sudden call from Governor
Clinton to confer with him across the river.
"Too late!" muttered Dick, his head reeling
for a moment at the thought of what those two
hours' detention in the cowboys' camp meant to
the general and the patroits.
"Which way did he go?" he asked.
' But no one could answer him. All that was
known was that when the messenger appeared
with the letter from Governor Clinton, General
·washington had called in one of his aids, told
him of the request of the governor, and in answer to his question as to who was to accompany him, had replied, "No one. The governor
wished the conference to be as private as possible, so &s not to attract-the attention of the
British."
Dick felt almost hopeless. If he only knew
the way the general had gone, he would have
followed. But no one could tell anything, except
that the messenger said that a boat awaited the
general at the nearest point on the river, and
that- he had gone as quickly as he could after
receiving the message. Dick would not give up
immediately, but following the trail on toward
the rive1·, he discovered where they had taken
the boat, but nothing more. As he turned to
retrace his steps, he heard tlhe muffled sound of
voices, and following the directio'1 whence they
came, he saw two cowboys in a little skiff just
about to land.
"They have come to spy, now that the general
has gone,'' Dick murmured to himself. "I'll keep
an eye on them."
He kept himself concealed in the bush s, but
to his surprise saw thvt the cowboyR, instead of
turning toward the camp, headed the other way.
They followed the river bank, which at that
place was comnaratively level, till they came to
a steep embankme'1t. when they left the shore
and struck a zigzag p:i.th around the cliff. Jlick
decided not to follow farther, but to get Major,
who by this time had probably been fed and
had a short rest, and to go to the cmPp of the
Liberty Boys, and with thf>ir aid see what could
be done in the general's behalf.
He hastened back to headquarters, got Maj or,
and started back for his own camp, in no very
pleasant frame of mind, for in some way he
felt himself responsible for the failmc to warn
the commander in time of the plan that was to
deprive him of his liberty, thowgh he well knew
that he had done all in his power to save his
commander-in-chief.
Ma.ior was greatly refreshed by tho food and drink he h ad received,
as well as by the few moments' rest, and responded quickly. to Dick's word to ha>iten homeward.
By this time it was after sunrise, find the
way was bright, no unseen dangel'S lu rking in
the bushes, though of course he did not know
when he might meet some of the cowboys who
0
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had captured him the preceding night. The!·e
were prin1ls in the road that told him horsemen
had passed tlmt way recently, but how recently
and who they were he could not tell. He went
on cautiously, eager to reach the boys and to
start out to track the general and his abductor.
The cowboys had taken his pistols, but he h ad
procured two at the camp of the patriots, so
was not unarmed, should he need them.
Suddenly he saw some horsemen ahead. He
did not stop to find out if they were friend'! or
foes, but took to the woods, hoping to reach a
cross-roads ahead of them, for as Major was
the speediest animal in the region, he knew that
he could outstrip them if once he could get the
lead. He carefully made hi s way into the woods,
and crossing over an open space, soon saw the
open road ahead. But he was destined not to
reach it as soon as he had expected, for Major
stepped on a stone that rolled under hi s fore
hoof, and for a short time went lame.
His rider would not urge him onward, well
knowing that the faithful and intelligent animal
would do his best without urging, but he chafed
under the delay, it seeming that all things were
conspiring to defeat his purpose with regard to
the general. When he finally reached the crossroads, he saw no sign of the horsemen, neither
could he tell by the road whether they had passed or not, for the road was stony, and bore no
marks of man or beast.
He rode onward, however, although now that
Major was going lame, he could no longer depend
on his fleetness in order to escape pursuers
should he fall in with the enemy. He made
steady progress, however, and had reached the
place where he had been attacked the night before without further misadventure, and was beginning to think he was going to get back to
camp without further detention, when he heard
shouts, mingled with the thunder of swiftly oncoming horsemen.
Dick hesitated an instant. Should he trust to
Major's speediness or try to evade his enemies,
who he was now convinced the oncomers were?
He glanced over his shoulder and could see a
cloud of dust behind. He patted Major's glossy
neck and whispered in his ear:
"Go on, my beauty, just a little, till we drop
them out of sight."
Major forgot all about his lame foot, but
pricking up his ears, stretched low, and fairly
skimmed over the ground. Dick pulled him in
shortly, however, not wishing to strain his good
comrade, and after a little entered the woods
again, hiding himself and Major in its thick
recesses until the cowboys passed with clatter
and shout. After they _were well out of sight
he re-entered the road and continued well in
their rear, chafin~ at the delay, yet considering
that he was taking the safer course. The trouble
was that the cowboys were between him and the
camp of the Liberty Boys, and his problem to
work out was how to reach the camp.
He had no fear but that the Liberty Boys,
under Lieutenant Estabrook, would give a good
account of themselves in any encounter with the
cowboys, but on account of the shortness of time,
he did not want any such encounter to take place.
It wn.s very probable that the Liberty Boys would
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be on the hunt for him, and if he could join
them without the knowledge of the cowboys, it
would be a great point in his favor. Suddenly,
however, he saw a cloud of dust in front, and
knew that the cowboys were heading toward him
instead of away from him. Probably they were
after himi having waited till daylight to begin
the pursuit. He knew should he fall into the ir
hands now he would absolutely stand no chance,
for they would probably hang him to the first
tree, taking nc further risks of his getting away.
Again he took to the woods, and on came the
cowboys, . at a sl?wer pac~, ho~ever, for they
were trying to p1ck up his trail. When they
reached the place where Dick had left the road
they stopped, and evidently held a consultation'.
'£'.hen they separated, some going back, others
takmg the woods on either side, while a few
went forward, and several remained at the spot
where they were. There semed no way for escape to Dick, unless he could cut across country
and get to the river. This he tried to do getting off of Major's back, as the way wa~ too
rough to g? on. horseb'.lck, leading the horse instead. MaJor picked his way with the daintiness
and stillness of a cat, while Dick made no sound,
and the two went on down the slope to the river
bank beyond, a nd then into the river itself so
'
as to le::ive no trace behind.
Once in th~ s!tallows along shore, D!ck sprang
up on to MaJor s back, and the two picked their
way over stones, across muddy bottoms even
swimming at times, when the rocks jutt~d too
far out into the water, until they came to ~
place where Dick aid not dare proceed farther
by water , for the shope dipped suddenly and
high cliffs rose perpendicularly for some distance. Again he took to the woods, keeping in
the ~eneral direction of the Liberty Boys' camp.
Commg up and onto a bluff, he haltecL and listened. He could hear nothing save the occasional call of a bird, and the wind rustling through
the trees . . He ·went forward slowly, listening at
every step.
The road had wound away from the river by
this time, but he did not know that some of 'the
cowboys had not followed him thus far. At
length he reached the road and peered downward, up and down, fearing to descend lest he
be caught in another ambush. Feeling reasonably sure that the road \vas free and clear at
~his. point, he carefully. led Maj?r down the steep
mclme, and then vaultmg on his back, gave him
the word, and on they sped toward home.
It seemed as if Major shared in Dick's relief,
for he went forward like the wind, v<ith no evidence of fatigue, such as one might h ave expected from his hard night and early morning work.
On they went, covering the ground ouickly, and
Dick welcomed the familiar signs of home, for
it had come to be home to him where the Libe1ty
Boys were. Then his heart went down in his
bosom like a lump of lead, for again he beheld
a cloud of dust. The cowboys had outstripped
him! He pulled up again, prepared to take to
the °"·oods.
"The fates are against me!" he muttered, and
then he gave a great shout, for out of the cloud
of dust emerged the familiar uniforms of the
Liberty Boys!
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CHAPTER IX.-A Great Service.
The boys welcomed Dick most heartily, Bob
saying with considerable feeling:
"We were afraid something had happened to
you, old man. Did you remain at the general's
camp all night?"
"No, I did not," said Dick. "I only got there
within the hour, and have come away from there
but a short time."
"What detained you, Dick?"
"Cowboys," shortly. "I escaped from them
only to find that the general had gone, with
the intention of crossing the river to meet Governor Clinton to confer with him on important
matters."
"But that was just what you wanted to prevent, Dick," exclaimed Bob excitedly. "Those
fellows must have sent their messenger over
earlier than you expected."
"Yes, but come, we must make the i·iver and
get across at once. Perhaps we can get over in
time to prevent any mischief being done."
They quickly found a road leading to the river,
and Phil Waters said eagerly:
"I know where there are boatR, captain, ·so
that we won't have to get out our own. It is at
the end of this road, or near it. I saw the place
only yesterday."
"That is all right, then. We will get them and
go over at once."
"You don't know where the general was to
cross?" asked Bob.
"No; he bad gone with the messenger when I
got there, and I was not able to follow, and so
I thoug}f t it best to return to the camp at once
and get our boat."
The boys rode rapidly and were soon at the
rive1-. They could see no boats on it, and they
did not know if t hf general had crossed or not.
Phil found the man who had the boats without
trouble, and Dick asked him for permission t o
use them.
There were two, each of good size, and the
owner was very willing to lend them t o Dick,
being a stanch patriot and ready to aid the
cause whenever he could. He agreed to look
after the boys' horses while they were gone, and
they all entered the boats and set out across the
river.
"If he had gone over, I should think we would
have seen him," muttered Bob. "ls it long since
he left the camp?"
· "No, but I don't know where he intended to
cross. It may have been well up the river.
·when we get over we mu st search the shore
well, up and down, for some signs of him. We
must be cautious ourselves not to be seen by
the redcoats."
They crossed well above where the ships were
at anchor and did not see them, owin g to a bend
in th~ river. They crossed without seeing any
other boat, and then, hiding their own under
the bank, proceeded to search the shore carefully
for signs of the enemy.
They were going
t hrough an open wood, when suddenly Dick
said:
"Conceal yourselves, boys! There is some one
coming."
The boys -quickly . concealed themselves behind
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rocks and bushes and a few under an old stone
wall close by, all being in sight of the river.
In a few moments a number of Hessians appear0ed, having in charge a man in ordinary
dress, probably one of the farmers of .the neighborhood. The Hessians were talking volubly,
and now and then looking out upon the river, as
if expecting some one. Die~· did not wish to attack them yet, until he knew more about their
errand at this part of the river, and he ther&fore signalled to the boys to remain concealed.
Then Dick suddenly noticed a ripple on the
water where there was a little wooded point pr<>jecting for some distance. The Hessians saw it
at the same moment, and there was a deal of excitement among them. Then they hid in the
bushes at a little d;stance, and in another moment
Dick saw a boat glide around the point and coma
toward hi m, there being a good landing place at
that point. There were two persons in the boat,
one a man in rough clothes who was rowing, the
other being the general himself.
The latter was in the bow of the boat, and
stood up as they neared the little beach. Dick
and h is brave boys remained concealed, ready to
act upon an instant's notice, but not wishing to
appear too soon lest the Hessians might give the
alarm and bring more of their number to the
spot. As the boat containing the general neared the bank. the Hessians sprang from cover and
seized it. Then Dick and the Liherty Boys arose
and charged upon them. The Hessians escaped,
rR-rrying their prisoner with them. The Liberty
B'lys pursued them. and they released Washing-<
ton , and all returned to the boat. Dick recog
nized the boatman as a man he had seen with
the redcoats, and said sharply:
"Seize that fellow; he is a spy!"
Half a dozen boys were in the water in an
instant, pulling the boat up on shore and seizing
the boatman.
"Quick, out with our own boats, boys!" hissed
Dick.
Ben, Sam and Harry sprang into the boat containing the general, Dick following, while the
rest of the party raw<l for their own boats, and
soon had them in the water.
"This man is a spy of t.hP. Briti sh, Ge'1erR-I,"
said Dick. "I learned the dP.tails of their plot
and was on the way to vour camp when I was
seized by cowboys. After rnv escape I went to
the camp, but you had gone."
As the three boats glided out up on the river,
a party of He ~~ians and Briti sh reimlR.rs burst
out of the woods and came rushing dmvn to the
water'R edge. The boys rowed sturdily. especi~Jly t.ho·se having the general in thei r charge.
They made all haste to get aro1rnd the p'lint, a'1d
the delay of the Hessians and red coats served
them a lso. Certain forms had to lie observed,
and all this time the boys wer e rowing with the
greatest vigor, so that by the time the Hessians
were readv to fire, the boys were well away from
danger. Then the boys not rowing fired a lively
volley, which threw the Hessians into confusioJ1,
and when they did fire it was too late to do
material damage.
Two or three of the boys received slight flesh
wounds, but their places at the oars were q<.1ickly taken by others, and the boats roundd tha
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point safely and kept on rapidly for the other
shore.
"I learned that the enemy were to send a
messenger over with a letter from the gove1~or,"
said Dick, !'and I was on my way to tell you of
it when I was captured by cowboys."
"But the letter was written by the governor,
Dick," said the general. "I am well acquainted
with his hand-writing, and could not be deceived
by any forgery."
"You are sure, your excellency?" asked Dick
seriously. "The letter was actually from Governor Clinton, in his own, hand?"
"Yes, Dick:, it was."
Dick turned to the prisoner, and asked:
"Where did you get the letter which you gave
to the general?"
"One of the big redcoats gave it to me," the
man muttered.
"Was it Major Ford?"
.
"No, it wasn't him."
"Was it Captain Whittle, then?"
"No, it was a bigger man than either of them;
it was some one close to the general himself.
The governor wrote the letter himself," with a
snarl.
"Do you mean to tell me that General Clinton
would enter into a plot to betray the commanderin-chief?" demanded Dick angrily.
"No; but the letter was stolen. Josh Porter
had it, and was to deliver it, but Josh didn't
turn up, for some reason , ahd so they gave it
tt.. me."
"Yes, and I can tell you the reason why Porter did not return. He is a prisoner in Washington's camp, whither you are going."
"But how did you know rr.e?" muttered the
spy, turning pale. "I never saw you over there."
"You saw me, but you did not know me. I
was the little old man who cooked the fish for
the redcoats."
"Yes, and while they were lying under the table I was off to the rebel camp with the letter."
"Don't you dare say 'rebels' in the general's
presence!" said Dick sternly. "We &re not rebels; we are patriots. Did Porter steal the letter from the governor?"
"Yes, he did, and killed the man that was
bringing it. Then he gave it to Sir Henry."
"The matter is explained, general," said Dick.
"It was a shrewd plot and might have succeeded.
I did not know that they had an actual letter
of the governor's, but thought they would send
a supposed messenger from him, and we were to
be on the watch."
"I see," with a smile. ·"! have been w~ll guarded, Dick."
"A patriot girl on the other side was te let me
'
know when the messenger departed, but he must
have gone before either of us knew it."
"If you had come before, I would not have
trusted the letter, but I took it that no news
was good news, and, as I knew the governor's
hand, had no doubt as to its genuineness."
"As I said, your excellency, it was a very
clever plot, and had I been detained another
hour it might have succeeded. I am very glad it
did not."
The general had embarked farther up the
river than where Dick and the boys had taken
their boats, and then the turns of the river and
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the many hills had shielded them from observa·
tion, besides which the false guide had purposely taken a roundabout way in order to avoid being seen by any one, telling the general that the
redcoats were watching the river, and that the
utmost care was necessary. Reaching the shore,
Dick gave the general Major to ride, while he
used Ben Spurlock's roan, which was a very
good animal. The commander-in-chief was very
grateful to Dick and the boys for the service
they had rendered him, but said very little, Dick
understanding it, however. The boys escorted
him to the headquarters and delivered the prisoner to the guard, several of the men recognizing him.
"Captain Slater," said the general, "you have
rendered me and the cause the greatest service,
and I cannot find words adequate to thank you."
"It is enough to know that you do thank me
and the Liberty Boys, your excellency," said
Dick, his cheeks flushing with honest pride.>
"Boys, salute the general."
The whole party saluted and gave a rousing
cheer besides.
"The redcoats may have some other plans
your excellency," continued Dick, "and we had
best return to our camp and watch the river."
Porter was brought out before Dick and the
boys left, and was closely questioned , admitting
at length that he had murdered the messenger
of the governor and stolen the letter. As the
boys left the camp they heard the orders given
fo1· the speedy execution of both spies.

CHAPTER X.-Dick's Novel Idea.
The boys returned to camp partly on horseback and partly by boat, half a dozen of them
e spy had crossed,
going in the boat in which
in order to keep a watch u pon the river. Vvhen
the Liberty Boys saw Bob return with Dick,
they cheered both heartily, for they had passed
an anxiom:; time during the young lieutenant's
absence.
"There are Cowboys about, boys," said Dick,
"and as soon as we have finished with the enemy on the river we must give our attention to
the ruffians who disgrace the name of soldiers."
An hour after their return the boys watching
the river saw a boy coming over in a boat, and
watched him narrowly without revealing themselves, not being sure that it was the girl patriot's messenger or a spy of the enemy. At last
the boy landed, tied up his boat, and looked
about him, and the boss saw that he did not appear to be very bright. Ben Spurlock stepped
out and asked him:
"Well, my boy, who are you looking for? Can
I be of any help?"
"Are you Dick Slater?" the boy asked, by way
of reply, looking at Ben.
"No, I am not; but I can show you where he
is."
"H'm! I knowed you wasn't, 'cause you haven't
::-.ny sword, and Dick Slater has, an' he has gold
on his shoulders."
"Did Grace send you over with a letter to the
captain?"
"Won't tell you," said the boy, with a sillJ
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laugh. "You lemme see t he captain," a n d the
boy kept one h a nd in his pocket, a nd Ben was
sure that t her e was a lett er there.
"All Nght you come w ith us," a nd Ben imitated the cry of a gull, some of wh ich birds were
a t that moment fl ying over the river.
In a moment the sound was r epeated , a nd the
boys set out, but had not gone far before. they
wer e met by Dick a nd a number of Liberty
Boys.
"That's Dick Slater now," said t he boy. "Hallo capt ain ! Was you expectin' a letter?"
'"Yes, from a gi rl across the ri ver ; from
Grace."
"Y es that's so so you was," with a laugh .
" Grace' thinks a l~t o' you , ca ptain, and so do I.
I t h ink she's t he best g ir l in the world, and I
want her to marry me, but she says I gotter
wait."
.
"I should think so," laughed Ben, under his
breath.
"You donno what's in the letter, do you, captain ?" the boy continued, with anoth er laugh.
"No, I do not."
·"That's right. Well, then, I'll let you have
it . If you k new ther e wouldn't be no u se o'
givin' it to you, would t her e?"
Then he took hi s hand out of his pocket and
handed Di~k a fold ed note, which read:
" T he birds h a ve spread the ir wings and fl own
up the river fearing to be shot if they stayed."
"H a ! the ~nemy have gone !" said nick. "Their
ships have sailed up th e river . Ride off to the
general's camp, Ben , and tell him. A;;k him if
we shall follow."
"All right, captain," and Ben was off in a
moment t o get his horse.
"Grace said you would give me a penny if I
gave you the letter, captain ," laughed the boy.
"H'm! th a t was a pretty small letter for a penny, wasn't i,t?"
"I will gi ve you m ore than a penny ! my boy ,"
laughed Dick. "Ha ve you had your dinner ?"
"No, but I guess I don't wa nt any. 'Wh a t you
got ?"
" Oh, lot s of good things."
"Well, maybe I 'll sta y if you ask me, but ma
says I must never a sk myself," lau ghin g .
" Then I will ask y ou. Will you come to dinner? "
"H 'm! Don't care if I do, captain," laughing
again and look ing foolis h. "I didn't invite myself, did I ?"
"No, you did not, and you're a good boy," smili n~
.
Wh ile the messengers were gone Dick told
t he boys to get ready in the event of their
being ordered on the march, so th a t. no time
might be lost, and the boys began dom g many
t hings to save time. There was little dotibi t h at
t hey wculd leave their camp and go up the river ,
a n d so it was as well to take down the tents and
begin packin g u p , a lth oug h they did n ot yet
know w hether t hey would keep on th e east ba nk
or cross over. The ha lf-witted boy was greatly
interested in a ll t h at was bein g done, but it
fin a lly dawned u pon his weak intellect th a t a ll
this bustle meant a change of qua1·ters, a nd he
said to Will Freeman :
"Gosh! you ain't goin' awa y, be you ?"
"I shouldn't wonder if we were," laughed Will.
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"And leave all these good things to eat and
drink ?" in great s urprise. "Gosh! that's foolish."
" Oh, we'll take them with us," laughing, ''. and
then we don't a lwa ys have as much a s we want
t o eat a nd dri nk."
"You don 't?" in a tone of disappointment.
" No, we don't ."
"H'm! t hen I don 't believe I care t o be a
soger af ter a ll," in a positive tone, which made
all the boys smile an d some to break out into a
hearty laugh.
Ben r etu rned at length, al l the boys being
anxiou s to know what th e general said.
" "Ve are to keep on in pursu it of the enemr,
captain ," Ben re ported. '"We a r e to follow t h19
shore, but Pf we get a good cha n ce to cross, we
are to do it. Governor Clint on is collecting all
the troops he ca n on th e other side, and P utnam and others a r e getting together a force on
this, and they mean to attack the enemy as
soon a s they can."
"Very good. Get ready to leave as soon as
you can, Bob. We will go along thi s si de of the
river ."
"Until we get a good chance to get across, ~
suppose."
"Yes, the opportunity may come sooner than
>ve expect."
They were still guarding Washington , in a
way, for they were wat ching the enemy !' O a s to
p r event their ching mischief, and th a t th ey felt
was g uard ing the comma nder, for it was d'lingtheir duty t o their copntr y. They halted at da r k
and made a temporary camp someth ing back
from the river, from whi ch they were separated
by a range of low hills. 'They had seen nothing
of the Cowboys duri ng the afternoon, and did
not gi\·e them much thou ght, their attention bein g t a ken up by t he redcoats and Hessians and
blue jackets just now.
" The Cowboys have gone on, I <:; p np"SP. in
order t o k eep up wit h the e nemv." ::;•10' r:c:' ' "" 'I nob,
as they wer e sitt ing around the fli·c 'lfte r supper. "The redcoats wi ll want beef and t!1e Co \\'boys will suppl y them."
"Very l ikely," sni d Dick. "But I '."'lPld li ke
to know just what th e enemy a r e fh; ng. \ Vould
you mind taking a run over the hiJ1 "' as far as
the river wit h me, Bob, to see if v:e eci:1 g et 1
look at them ?"
"No, indeed, Dick," heart ily. "I woul d like
nothing better ."
"Come a lon g. then."
The tw o young pat.riot s set out for th!' r ive r,
lea vin g Mark in charge of t he C'a mp, f> iC'k pl acing as much confidence in the young ~~c'1•1cl lieu tenant as he did in Bob h imself, '.'hrk b e;n ~
thorou ghly t ru"tworthy. It \1·as sorr?.c1i::g of a
t r amp over the hills, buc th e boys d:d l!Gc ~bjec:t
t o that, being used to all sorts of t1·cvel, an d
then they had a purpose in view whi61 made all
the difference in the world. The moon came un
as they reached the t op of the last hill, when ce
they h ad a vie w of the ri ver, and Dick sud rle11! y
said:
"Look t here, B ob !"
"Jove ! there t hey are, Dick ! T hey're resting
for the n ight."
"Yes, and in the morning they will probably
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go o!l up the river and commit all sorts of depredations."
"There's a lot of flatboats with them, Dick."
"Yes, for landing the troops. We ought to
have some of them, Bob."
"So we ought, but how are we going to get
them? They are on the other side of the river,
and the walking is bad."
"And we have no boats to go over in and get
them."
"We may be able to find some up the river,
Dick."
"Yes, but if we don't, I have an idea, Bob."
The young lieutenant knew that the captain's
ideas were always good ones, and he asked, with
considerable interest:
"What is it, Dick? I11 go bail it's a fine one,
as Patsy says."
•
"Farther on, beyond these hills, the river is
not so wide nor so deep. If we can't walk across,
we can swim, and if we take boys enough, I
don't see why we should not be able to cut out
some of these flatboats, especially if the men in
charge of them are a bit careless."
"Jove! that is a good idea, Dick. The boats
are towed ·and I don't suppose there are very
many men in charge of them. If we could get
over there without being seen the rest would not
be so difficult, but I say, Dick?" in a puzzled tone.
"Well, Bob?" with a smile.
"How about taking over pistols and muskets?
It isn't likely that the redcoats would give up
the boats without a fight."
"I thought of that," Dick replied. "We can
build a raft large enough to accommodate all
the weapons ·we want to take over. There is ti;IDber in abundance, and the boys are handy with
axes."
"That is a fine scheme, Dick. . Jovel every one
of the boys will want to go over. That is a n_ew
idea, attacking the enemy by a company of swimmers, Dick."
"The Indians do it, Bob," shortly.
"Yes, so they do. We could not do it here?"
"No; it will be easier farther along, and I
want to give the boys a good rest. We will start
quite early in the morning, however."
Dick and Bob then returned to the ~mp, the
boys being greatly excited when they heard the
plan of the young captain. Shortly before daybreak the boys were up and eating their breakfast, all being delighted with the prospect of
having a brush with the enemy, and of getting
the best of them by the novel plan suggested by
Dick. The boys were on the march by daybreak, going as rapidly as possible, and startling the early risers by their sudden appearance
among them.
"There ain't any redcoats, are there, on this
side of the river, boys?" asked one.
"No, they are on the other side, but we are
going to get at them all the same," laughed Bob.
"Well, that's fine, and I only wish you might,"
and the man's tone showed that he had a doubt
of it.
By sunrise the boys again came in sight of
the river, and kept on at good speed till they
reached the po·i nt that Dick had spoken of.
Here they made a halt in the woods, out of sight,
when Dick set his axemen to work cutting small
trees for the raft.

WASHINGTON

CHAPTER XI.-The Capture of the Boats.
While the Liberty Boys were at work on the
raft which was to carry their muskets, pistols
and ammunition across the river, the British
ships appeared,..sailing slowly up the river. Dick
and Mark were watching for them, and the latter was considerably excited when he saw them
appear.
"They are not making very great progress,
Dick," he muttered. "That is good, but won't
the wind increase?"
"I don't think so, Mark; in fact, I think it is
likely. to go down, from the appearance of
things."
The ships passed and went on up the river,
but at an increasin~ly slow rate, till they finally
lay idle about a mile up the river.
"That is all right." said Dick. "They may not
anchor, but they will not do anything for some ·
little time, and in the meanwhile we can be at
work."
The boys had begun bringing the trees they
had cut to the shore by this time, and in a short
time the construction of the raft was begun. It
was not to be a very large affair, as Dick did
not think he would take more than twenty of
the boys across and all they wanted was something big enough to hold the muskets and clothes
of the party. When the raft was finished Dick
and three or. four of the boys got on board, and
with long poles started it up the river, the Liberty Boys following along shore, but out of sight
from the other side. Reaching a point opposite _
where the ships lay, Dick took an observation,
finding that there was no apparent movement on ·
the part of the enemy, who seemed to be waiting for the wind to rise so that they might continue their journey. The flatboats, many in
number, were in the rear of the flotilla, and
seemed to be in charge of no one in particular.
Dick quickly picked out the boys who were to go
with him. The boys' uniforms and weapons were
covered with the wagon canvas, and so would not
be visible, the raft having nothing on it, apparently, but a load of garden truck going across the
river to be sold to the enemy.
Dick took his place on board, the boys slipping into the water by twos and threes till all
were ready, when the raft began to move slowly
out upon the river. Dick used his pole diligently,
but the boys along the sides and in the rear
kept the craft moving without being noticed from
the other side, where there was very little motion
to be seen. As the boys went on they could see
one or two men on the rear flatboat, toward
which they were steering, but could not see that
their coming caused any great excitement. On
some of the boats there were houses on deck,
and from these a man would now and then appear, look around carelessly, and then return to
the shelter of the house. On the ships which
formed the head of the flotilla there was very
little more motion than on the flatboats, there
were no small boats down, and there were not
many persons on deck, the whole flotilla being
half asleep, in other words. The morning was
warm, with a haze over the river and on land,
there being few clouds to be seen and the river
like glass.
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"We could not have had a better time for our
expedition ," said Dick, as they went, he using his
pole and the boys doing the pushing.
"No, and it is just as if it were picked out for
us," replied Bob.
On and on went the raft, and presently a man
on the last of the flatboats called out:
"Hallo boy, what have you got on the raft?"
"Somethi ng for the sogers," replied Dick. "I'll
be there and show you in a minute."
Then the man walked forward toward the
house on deck, while the boys pushed the raft
ahead, keeping hidden behind it. As the r aft
touched the bateau, Dick seized a boat' hook and
made fast. In another moment boys were swarming up, while others got on the raft, threw off
the cloth, and began seizing muskets and pistol
belts, bucklin g 011. the latter hurriedly . Then
they began to swarm over the boat, and from it
to the next, and to those alongside . The man on
the boat, seeing t he boys and the pile of uniforms
on the raft; suddenly shouted:
"Hallo, sir! Mr. Will is ! Rebels !"
.Then young Dean, as the boys knew him, came
suddenly i·unning out of the house, pistol in
hand.
"I'll take that middy!" cried Ben, and in a
mome~the middy ·was disarmed. and the boys
were cutting adrift one and another of the boats.
Redcoats, midshipm en. blue_iackt>ts, and marines
came hurrying forward, only to be knocked down
and disarmed by the plucky boys, who were now
swarming like rats over the rear batch of boa.ts.
They cut adrift half a dozen of them, and with
two or three boys to each, began propelling them
.out into the stream. Seizing the long sweeps,
they managed the boats very well, and ~hen cut
adrift three or four more, the alarm bemg general now, however, and men ln:rrying from all
directions to save the boats.
They had secured eight or nine of the boats,
and half a dozen had gone adrift clown the river,
some of them with redcoats on them, who had
no knowledg e of how to manage the, to them,
unwieldly craft.
Crack-cr ack-crac k!
The
boys all had their muskets and pistols now, and
returned the fire of the enemy with great spirit.
No more cannon were fired, as that was but a
waste of gunpowde r, but from the decks of the
ships and from the flatboats muskets and pi stols'
were di10charged in rapid order, but without
much effect, the Liberty Boys being much more
accurate in their aim, few of their shots missing.
The boats were kept pretty well together with
boathooks , and then the strongest boys at the
oars, they were headed across the river, the
boys raising- a hearty cheer. Hoarse orders
were shouted, and there was a deal of confusion ,
but nothing was accomplis hed, and the boys went
farther and farther out upon the .river, and
were halfway over before a number of the boats
were manned and sent in pursuit of them.
"What are you going to do, Dick?" asked Bob.
"They are coming after us with seven or eight
boats loaded with redcoats."
"And only a few fnen who really understan d
them to man the lot," replied Dick. "Reload,
boys, and put on your coats. We will get ready
for these fellows; but I don't believe they will
COJlle over."
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The Libe1ty Boys on the boat and those on
shore set up a shout which echoed along the river
and from the hills, and was then taken up and
repeated by the boys themselve s, and by a score
of country boys, who had come down to the river,
having heard that the redcoats were coming.
"What do you purpose doing with me, captain?" asked Willis, the middy, addressin g Dick,
as they went ashore.
""Well, what do you think ought to be done
with you?" asked Dick, in a thoughtfu l tone.
"You came into our camp as a spy. You may
know the usual course taken when a spy i.s captured, or you may not."
"But I was not caught as a ><py," replied the
other, turning pale. "You captured me in an
attack on the boats."
"Still, you were a spy, iust the same. and it
ought not to make any difference. It does not
when your men capture ours. Y 'lU would treat
lme as a spy if I were so unfortuna te as to be
taken, even in a fig-ht.
I don't see why you
should not be treated the ~ame way. It is a poor
rule that does not work both ways."
"Rut you are not real soldiers, you know," uneasily. "You are only boys-cad ets: vou are
only plnying at bl'ing soldiers, you know'. "
"Well. and all this is practice, you know," said
Bob. "We may have to hang a spv some day.
and there is ncthinp· like getting used ta :i. thing.
If we don't do it right in yonr case, we will know
better how to do it the next time."
Son~e of th e bo''S were ri:rinning, but it was all
verv serious t o the mid shipm an, who said earnestly:
"No, we do not: but you may be of u st> in
case any of om· liovs are bken. WE:. can then
exchange yo11 • ~ You are of no l1:tiiicula r nse to
us in anv other w1v, and we shall have to feed
you, and you midshipm en are perfect cormorants."
The middy breathed easier, but said, with rather a sickly smile:
"Do you think it was right to give a fellow a
fright like that? How did I know that you were
joking?"
-..
"I was not, altogethe r," shortly. "I would be
perfectly justified in hanging you, midshipm an.
You came to our camp in disguise, with a plot to
capture me in view. It did not succeed. That
was not your fau lt."
"But you are rebels, and it is perfectly right
to do all we can to put you down and crush out
the rebellion. "
"You are mistaken, " seriously. "Vve are not
rebels; we are patriots. We are not in rebellion.
We are engaged in a righteous struggle against
tyranny and oppressio n, and we will succeed.
You have been told untruths about us, and if
you ·were an American boy you wo1dd do the
same as we have done. If you, across the water,
were treated as we have been treated, yon would
rise up against your oppressor s as we have
risen."
"But you are trying to overthr ow the government."
"We are not, but we want the right to govern
ourselves. Once that is secured, your government can go on as it chooses. It will be secured,
never fear, and you won't have to Jive a great
many years to see it."
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"Well , you seem to be in earnest, at any· rate,
but I thought- -"
"No you did not think. If you had thought,
you w~uld have seen the matter in its true light.
You let others tell you what to think, but you
did not really think, at that."
The prisoners were marched to camp and put
under a strong guard, with the exception of the
middy, who was permitted to have the freedom
of the place.
"All I wish you to prnmi ~e is that you will not
attempt to escape," said Dick. "You a~·e. not such
a bad chap, only you have been m1smform~d.
That wa;; a clever pl::in of yours, bnt not earner\
out as well as it might have bean. You were not
American enough, and you ;irousecl suspicion a,~
the start. You did not think of that, I suppose?
"The biggest mi8take I made. was in thinkin:;
that you w<>re ~ lot uf ignorant clowns whom
I could humbug int0 believing anyt:iing," said the
other "but I soon learned that you were quite as
cleve;· as I was, and a bit bettPr, in fact."
"There is hope for an enemy when he is willing
to admit that his enemies are his equals," laughed
B~.
.

CHAPTER XII.-The Silver Bullet.
The Liberty Boys now had the means of crossing the river if they chose, mid they would probably do so as soon as they could lParn more of
the governor's moveme11', s. Young Dean. as the
boys still called him, was greatl y impressed with
all that he saw, and Ilob and oth ers noticed him
more than once evidently absorbed in thought.
"He has had a chaPre to do some thinking on
his own account," said Mark, "and he is beginning to sec that he has been takin!'.1,' an altogether
erroneous view of our side of the case. I have
an idea that he will be very much ashamed of
him self before very long."
"I woulcl not be surprised if he wns, Mark,"
said Bob. "He is not a bad sort of chap, as
Dick says, but he has been taught wrong.'!
An hour later the wind sprang up and the ships
were seen moving up the river uncler a constantly freshen1ng breeze. Then a farmer of the
neighborho od came hurrying into camp and said
in great excitement :
"Captain, there's a lot o' cowboys up the river
cuttin' up to beat the Dutch, runnin' off with
horses an' cows an' sheep, an' stealin' and burnin' right an' left.''
"All right, we will see to them," said Dick,
and at once the orders went forth for a large
force of the Liberty Boys to get ready to go in
pursuit of the marauders, while at the same time
Mark was .,t o proceed up the river with the boats
and keep the enemy in sight.
"These fellows mean mischief," declared Dick,
"and we want to keep a lookout upon them. We
will join you up the river, Mark, just as soon
as we get through with the cowboys.''
Bob and considerabl y more than half of the
Liberty Boys went with Dick, and no time was
lost in getting away. Mark put his boys and
their horses on board the boats and set out up
the rtver a t very nearly the same time, the pris-
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oners going with them. Dick and the Liberty
Boys went on at a gallop, the farmer going with
them to show the way. They left the river soo
and rode into the interior about half a mile, when
they heard shouts ancl shots ahead of them and
dashed forward. Before a farmhouse they saw
a numbe1· of rough-look ing men, some of whom
Dick recognized as having been in the party of
cowboys who had captured him a night or so
before.
'·Forward, Liberty Boys!" he cried; "down with
the cowboy:;-; scatter the ruffian ,;:!"
"Liberty forever, away with the Tory rascals!"
shouted the gallant boys as they charged furiously upon the men in front of the ho:.i:;e who were
firing at the people within and were about to
put torches to t he porche::, and under the doors
anr] windows.
"Fire!" commandec l Jlick, a~ the boys charged.
Crash-roa r!
There wa,; a tremendous "ound, the muskets of
the brave boys belching fire and sn~oke, and many
of the cowboys falling. Then the people of the
house fired, and in a moment there was a loud
shout and a party of militia came cbshing up
from another direction and opened fire upon the
maJ·aude1·s, bringing down more of them.~ Caught
between two files. the cowboys abandoned their
horsrs and Pven their weapons, many of them,
and took to the wood::: . The militiamen pursued
them and caught a number, promptly hanging
them with only the bares formality of a trial.
They had been raught red-handed , ancl many of
them ~1ere known to he desperate characters, and
very l1ltle sympathy was wasted upon them. The
Liberty Boys took no part in th.s, but rode away
toward the river to join Mark and the rest of the
troop. Reaching the river, they found that the
boats WC're above them, and rode on till they came
to a conveni ent place for going aboard, it being
something of a task to get all the horses on the
boats without accident. The enemy's. ships had
disapp e:ired ;nonnd a bend in the river, but Dick
knew that he could t:ome up with them, and so
he did not mind their being out of sight. In fact,
it might be to his advantage rwt to have the
redcoats be aware of his different moves, as they
would then be kept in doubt and be unable to
•thwart him. Th e horses were all on board at
last, and then the Liberty Boys disposed themselves upon the various boats and the flotilla
proceeded.
The boys went on up the river, crossing to the
farther shore, where they learned that the Briti<>h had landed a large force some miles up and
were then marching toward Kingston, or Esopus
as it was then called. The boys could make bet:
ter time by lancling ancl taking their horses and
this they did, leavfog the boats in charge of 'some
of the patriots of the region. Midshipma n Willis
was taken along, the other prisoners being left
on the boats, as Dick did not want them. In the
case of the middy, Dick had a purpose, and the
boy was more a companion of the Libe ty Boys
than their prisoner on the ride toward Esopus.
As Dick and a few of the Liberty Boys were
riding ahead of the troop, they encountere d two
men coming from the direction of Fort Montgomery, one of whom was seen to put something in
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his mouth hastily. The movement was suspicious
and Dick said at once:
"Arrest those two men, they are spies!"
The boys sprang forward, leaped from their
horses and seized the two strangers. Then they
were taken to a cottage by the roadside and
Dick ordered an emetic to be given to the man
who had been seen to swallow something. This
was done and the man quickly vomited some small
object which he immediately seized and swallowed
again. Dick ordered another emetic mixed and
commanded the man to drink it. This he refused
to do, when Diel' said sternly:
"Either you will drink it or we will have you
cut open and get at the object in that fashion.
The man thereupon swallowed the emetic, and
when he again vomited the object was seized before he could get hold of jt. It proved to be
a silver bullet with a screw top, which, upon
oeing removed, disclosed a piece of thin paper
folded very small and bearing a message from
Sir Henry Clinton to Ge11eral Burgoyne.
"This is most important," declared Dick. "Put
him under the strickest guard and do not let him
escape on any account."
The B1>itish middy had witnessed this affair
and was greatly imp1·essed with the young patriot captain's dignity.
"You rebels must pass through many trying
times," he said to Ben, at whose side ho rode.
"'Ve do," replied the Libe·rty Boy, "but ·we are
not rebels."
•:1 beg your pardon," ean1estly. "That is what
I have always heard you called, and I suppo~e
I cannot get over the habit at once."
"Well, it is a bad habit, and you will real ize
it the more you see of us."
"Yes, I have no doubt l will. You are a fine
lot of boys, and I see it more the more I am
with you."
"We are only doing what you would do if your
country were oppressed, and as your people have
done in ages past," Ben continued.
"Yes, I suppose so," thoughtfully.
"Your Johns and your Richards and other rulers were tyrants and you threw off the yoke and
that is all that we are d,oing. The Romans, the
Danes and the Norman s oppressed your people
and you rose against them. Vie are of the same
blood and we are doing the same thing."
"Yes, I sup[Jose you are, but I never looked at
it in that light before, Ben."
"Of course you did not, and there are many
just like you. There are none so blind as those
who will not see, my boy."
"Very true," and the young middy remained in
a thoughtful mood for some time. The Liberty
Boys pushed on rapidly and at length came up on
tke enemy attacking Esopus. There was a small
number of militia only at the town, and e\·cn
with the addition of the Liberty Boys, the town's
defenders were insufficient to protect it. LeaYing the middy with some of the people, Dick
threw his entire force against the enemy and
made a gallant fight, firing volley after volley
and charging repeatedly upon the marauders.
They could not make a permanent stand against
so many, however, and were forced to fall back
t o a safe place in the hills. The town was de-
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stroyed, and then the enemy t ook to their ship.;
and continued up the 1 iver, intent on further destruction.
"That was a most wanton piece of destruction,''
said young vean, emphatically. "There was n o
need of it at all, and I do not wonder that you
boys and all the people are so indignant. lt i::o
a righteous iudignation, and although these arc
my own people who have done this, I do not defend them in the least, but rather condemn them!'
"The boy's eyes are getting opened," muttered
Ben Spurlock to Bob E stabrook.
"Yes, and Dick took him along for that Yerr
purpose . He is a clever boy, but he has been
misinformed. Now he is beginning for himsel f
and to see things with his own eyes, and it wilt
do him good."
Governor Clinton was on the trail of the British, but arrived an hour too late to save Kings ton. Upon his arrival Dick delivered the silver
bullet whlch had been taken from the spy, and
told him the circumstances. The man was tried
and condemned to geath, and was shortly hanged
on an apple tree in sight of the still smoking
ruins of the pretty little town.
"And I must say that it served him right,"
declared the young middy, "and it is a great pity
that the fellows who fired the town could not be
se1·ved the same way."
Dick's other prisoners would be turned ove1·
to the governor, but to the middy he said:
"I am willing to set yol) free if you will give
me your parole. We do not k eep pri:;oners, and
in many cases do not even take them, as it is a
good deal of trouble to care for them ...-,-hile we
are flying about the country as you have seen
u s do. I am authorized to release you, however ,
if you will give me your word that you will not
take part against u s again."
__
"I will do that, captain," earnestly, "and I am
not certain that I will not some day take sides
with you."
"There is your oath," said Dick, gravely.
"\'\1hich may be renounced.
I was put into th•'
navy when a mere child, you might say, and simply did and believed and saw and thoup:ht as I
was told. Now I am beginning to see things differently."
"I thought you would," with a smile.
"My family and the government regarded IDE'
simply as a tool and w ith no thoughts of my
own. My brother went into the army, I was put
in the navy, and the younger sons will be clergymen and artists, the same as has been done with
younger sons for generations."
"Your father wa8 in the army, I suppose?"
"Yes, and so would I have been if I had come
first. I simply followed the fa shion and was
given no choice in the matter. That is the way
things have been done before and as they will
continue to be done."
"By rote," laughed Dick,. "and the sons will
have no choice in the matter."
"Unless they revolt, as I shall do, and-by
~ Jove! ram a rebel myself!"
Then the middy laughed heartily and Dick and
the Liberty Boys standing near laughed with him.
"That young fellow will be as strong a patriot
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was seen struggling in the arms of ~ man ~f
powerful build who was drag&_ing he~· m the direction of the wood s. More of the Liberty Boys
now came up, and the cowboys were put to flight.
Then Dick, Bob and Willis flew after the brawny
man who was entering the woods with Grace over
his shoulder. The poor girl had swooned and lay
limp and uncon scious ov~r the ruffian's sho:ul?er.
The boys did not dare to fire for fear of mJuring her but gave ch ase in a moment.
"Aftdr the scoundrels !" cried Dick.
Into the woods they dashed, rapidly gammg
on the ruffian. He ran up a steep slope with
CHAPTER XIII.-A Transformation.
the girl in his arms, and paused at the top, sayThe Liberty Boys pursued the e nemy th~ next ing hoarsely:
day, and with a strong force on either side. of
"If you come up here, you rebels, I'll throw
the r iver, matters began to look very threatenm_g the girl over the other side and break her neck!"
his
for the redcoat s. Sir Henry had given up
There was a narrow spur running along the
part of the expedition, and Vaughan was grow- base of the hills beyond, and it was the top of
ing di;:cou n1.gcd at hi~ Ja~k of s ~:pport and the this which the i·uffian had gained. He set the
difficulty he was havmg m rcacnmg Bu rgoy11e, the g·irl on the ground and said:
which had been one of the objects of the expe"TJ1ere's the gal, but if you dare to come up
dition. It was not long, therefore, before the till I get to the end o' the spur, I'll shoot her
ships were headed the other way and went down a s I would a rabbit."
the river under full sail. The boys rested for
Then he started rapidly along the spur, shielda day and then went down the river to get their ed Jrnre and there by overhanging branches.
supplies and camp equipage from the boats, hav- Crack! There was a sudden sharp report, and
ing been ordered farther up the river to do. bat- the fellow went reeling from the narrow path
tle against Burgoyn e.
down on the farther side. Then 1;.he middy went
"What are you going to do, midshipman?" tearing up the slope, a smoking pistol in one
go
asked Dick, as they were getting i·eady to
h and. It was h e who had fired the shot, taking
· on the march again.
the cowboy in the head. Dick and Bob raced
"If you don't mind, captain, I think I will stay after him and soon caught up with him. The
with you for a time," was the reply. "I shall middy raised the girl from the ground, and Dick
not go back to the navy. I am a prisoner, you and Bob looked over the side of the narrow way.
know," smiling.
The cowboy lay at the bottom with a· broken
"Not unless you choose," returned Dick.
neck and a bullet hole in his forehead. Dick told
The middy went with the boys and rode a Grace about the transformation that had taken
hoTSe discarding his uniform and wearing ordi- place in the former middy, and she seemed greatnary 'clothes. They r-eached the point where they ly pleased with him. In fact, the boy was imhad left the boats, the middy laughing when he proving in many ways, Bob laughingly attributsaw them, and saying:
ing it to his having turned patriot. When the
"That was a clever move of you boys. Much boys were ready to leave, he asked Dick's pernot
more so than mine. You got me, but I did
mission to remain at the house. '.!'he boys went
get you."
away, and were busy for some time farther up
The boys were preparing to leave when Dick, the river. Then one day, after the battle of
young Dean and a number of the boys took a Monmouth, Dick met \Villi s, who wore the uniride toward the point on the river where th ey form of an American midshipman.
had first ,;een the ships, in order to satisfy them"How are y!)u, captain," \Villis said. "I have
selves that there were no more of the enemy re119:<llced my alleg'iance and am an American
in the region. Suddenly the half-witted boy they citizen."
had seen bPfore came dashing toward them, call"And an American midshipman as well?"
ing excitedly:
"Yes. I shall stay in the service and in the
"Captain, captain, the cowboys I Th_ey'rn go- country. You had a good deal to do with it, and
Grace
with
away
run
and
house
our
ing to burn
so had Grace," blushing.
and everything !"
Willis remained in the American service till
"Forward!" cried Dick, and the little party the close of the war, and did most efficient work
dashed ahead like the wind. In a moment th ey for it, Dick and the Liberty Boys seeing him from
heard shots and shouts and went on all the fa ster, time to time, and always being heartily welcomed
corrt;ng shortly in sight of a house by the road- by him. A few years after the conclusion of the
side. Here they saw a number of evil-looking war he married Grace Hawthorne, and Dick, Bob,
men who were firing upon the house and begin- and as many more of the boys as coul d get there,
ning to break into the barn and set fire to it.
were invited to the wedding.
'·Fire!" shouted Dick, and at once there was a
1·attle of musketry, and the cowboys, for such
they were, suddenly found themselves opposed by
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBa lot of determined boys. Leaping from their ERTY BOYS AND MAJOR DA VIE; OR, ,
vigormarauders
the
attacked
boys
ho r ses the
ously, the middy taking part with the rest. There WARM WORK IN ' THE MECKLENBURG
was a sudden_ scream, and then Grace Hawthorne DISTRICT."
as any of us if you give him time enough,"
chuckled Ben to Sam.
"Yes, and it will improve him," laughed Sam.
"You will see that he will have much better manners if he joins us."
"He will never be one of the Liberty Boys,"
decl ared Bob, "but he will never be a British
middy again, either. He will be on our si de, all
right, and I guess Dick knew it."
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CURRENT NEWS_
WARSAW POPULATION 931,000
Warsaw now has a population of 931,000 and
85,000 more women than men, according to a census, the figures of which have just been made
public.
SAVED BY BULLDOG
Mrs. George Julian, who lives near Swayzee,
Ind., owes her life to a bulldog which r escued her
recently when she was attacked by ~ i x hogs.
Mrs. Julian was with Mrs. Ora Highley, a
neighbor, when the animals charged h er. She
was thrown to the gro und and Mrs. Highley tried
vainly to rescue her.
\
A bulldog in a nearby field hea1·d the woman's
screams and ran to the place. He attacked the
hogs one at a time and succeeded in driving a ll
away except one. The dog then sank its teeth
in the remaining animal's ear and almost severed
it before the animal released its h old on Mrs.
Julian. The woman was not badly hurt.
MADE WEAPON IN HIS CELL
T here is much speculation in Mount Holly,
N. J., as to what Louis Lively, a negro, in jail
awaiting trail for the murder of Matilda Russo,
7 years old, whose body was found in his cellar
at Moorestown last June, intended to do with the
piece of metal 'five inches long , which he had
taken from the water tank in his cell and had

sharpened to a good edge on the iron bars of his
cage. He will make no statement and the officia ls do not know whether he intended to kill"
himself, attack the wardens or fellow prisoners,
or use it in an attack up on court officials when
the trial takes place.
The discovery of the piece of sharpened me tal
in the possession of Lively was made by Warden
Horner, who was attracted to the cell by a constant shuffling noi se. The warden found one of
Lively's feet in a constant motion patting the
floor. The shuffling noise was made by Lively to
drown the sounds of the rubbing of th e metal
against the bars of the cell.

CAUGHT A BIG EAGLE
A large eagle was captured at Three Lakes,
Wash., by F. W. Rounds wh ile it was fighting hard
to carry off a wild goose.
Tl1e goose was attacked while swimming on the
water. The eagle's talon entered the goose's side,
which promptly drew itf; wing down tightly, preventing the sharp claws being withdrawn.
T he eagle could not release its hold on the heavy
bird, and as the life of the goose slowly waned
the larger bird was in danger of drowning.
R ounds waded out into the edge of the lake and
e:Jsily captured both. The eagle was large enough
to have carried off the goose had not the water
,weighted its pinions.
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"Mystery Magazine" No. 99 Is Out Today
Did You Get A Copy? Are You Reading It?
If Not, Why Not?
Don't you know that this p11blication is the biggest Ten Cents' worth
on the news-stands?
64 Pages of Snappy Detective Stories.

Handsome illustrations.

There aie ·wonderful Detective Stories, Ghost Stories, Mystery Stories and
all sorts of odd, queer and weird happenings that grip your interest from start
to finish .
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CHAPTER XII.

Dan Helps the Afflicted.

-OR-

VICTORIES OF TRACK AND FIELD
By RALPH MORTON
(A Serial Story)

OF

•

CHA:fTER XI.-(Continued .)
Up to this time the others had b~n b~aring
in mind the fact that they were racmg with an
injured youth.
But they changed their minds now.
Dan realized, with a sudden return of observation, that he was far in the lead, and he swung
around, just as they raced past the grandstand,
calling to his competitors:
"Say, boys, this is a race! Come on and beat
me if you can!"
It was so odd-this youth, who seemed to h ave
miraculous ,powers, sprinting along despite all
the bad luck he had had.
Around the last lap they went.
Sammy Bell was second, and close behind was
Watson of Exover Academy. The fourth man
was many yards behind this twain.
Dan increased his speed, his eyes flashed despite the drawn muscles of his face, which made
him look like one possessed.
It was his supreme effort.
"Coming down the stretch!"
"Go it!"
"Keep on, Barnett!"
The lad heard it not; his eyes were now becoming glazed, as he pressed on in some sort of a
dream.
"He's the winner!" cried Arabella.
"Here he comes!" yelled the doctor, enthusiastic as any one in the crowd.
But the crowd was destined for another surprise.
Groping, as it might be called, with outstretched hands, as he neared ~he tape held across the
finish, Dan ma de a ternble error.
The lad tumbled forward, ~s he missed his
footing, through s01;ne little obstacle on the road,
a11d the crowd gave a groam
Several ran forward to pick him up.
But the game fellow called to them, weakly:
"Go awa.y; let my win it myself!"
The others were crowding close behind him,
and it seemed that -!all ·must be over.
But Dan pulled togetger for one last. effort,
and staggered to his knees, and then to his feet,
as does a prizefighter who climbs back from a
knockout blow.
The tape was only a few yards away.
Dan Tan forward, and gave a final jump!
He tottered across the line-mark, although falling under the tape instead of pressing his chest
against it.
He had won after all! •

It was the talk of both schools and many towns.
I n fact the papers in the cities received reports
of .the rema t·kable run made by the injured youth,
and the reader can imagine how Dan was lionized.
But Dan was not fond of such things.
He had to be taken back to the Academy domitory on a stretcher and put into his bed for a
good twenty-four hours, for he had almost fatally overtaxed nature.
"It is a wonder that you did not bring about
the bursting of a blood-vessel with all that strain,
young man. I will never let a meet of athletes
go p~t me without my attendance again," said
the ~1perintendent. "You were very foolhardy
to do that."
Dan recuperated within a few days, however,
and glad was he that he had won the championship for his school after all.
"It's worth a fight, Sammy," said he, as they
went across the campus to the dining-hall for
the midday meal. "I see that you can't do anything without trying, and when a fellow does
make up his mind to win he gets there."
"Well, I made up my mind to beat you, despite
your bad shoulder," laughed Sam. "When a fello\-y: gets into a race he forgets everything but
winning fair and square. But, Danny, it didn't
do me ~ny good to make up my mind, for you
walked away from us after all." ·
"Oh, you came second, and probably dropped
a little back in sympathy; now I really believe
that," answered Dan. "But, say, what's that
going on over at the rear of the dining-hall?"
Dan looked up quickly, and saw a group of
waiters standing around laughing upt·oariously,
in the manner which can be imitated by no other
race than the darkies themselves.
"It's some sort of trouble; I heard some one
cry out," said Dan.
"Let's go see."
The two ran across the greensward toward the
scene of commotion with cur ious eyes.
There they beheld far from a comical sight.
A great, big black man, ''lith a cook's hat, was
beating a hunchback, who had a lways been considered half-witted around the neighborhood, and
who had been given a lit tle job as dishwasher by
Dr. Macdonald to keep him from starving to
death.
"Look, those blacks enjoy seeing the poor little white fellow beaten up. They would complain if the tables were turned," said Dan's roommate, in great indignation.
"They \\'ill be turned," sung out Dan Barnett,
and he rush ed for the crowd.
"Let go that little fellow, or I'll- teach you better," said Dan, excitedly.
The big bully glared at him, but looks did not
di smay a fellow with Dan Barnett's courage.

(To be. continued.)
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FROM AL L POINT S
S CAR ED BY AIRPLANES
Nevada cattle have not vet become used to
airplanes, ·which means that ·the Southern Pacific
may be compelled to move its shipping pens at
L lko, whence thousands of head s tart for market.
The pens are adjacent to the landing field cf
the United States Air Mail Service and th e cattle, raised on the mountains and having neve1·
seen a plane, go wild when the big flyers come
zooming down.
T he two-inch planks of wh ich the pens are
made are no stronger than are needed to restrain
the frantic animals .

BLIND BUT ABL E
Although blind s ince he was ten years old, Albert Barnhard has been awarded the degree of
Eagle Scout of Bloomington, Ill., Normal Council, Boy Scouts of America, satisfactori ly pa~sing
the twen t y-one severe tests necessa 1·y to qiia lify.
Barnhard, whose home is in l\lount Carmel, Ill.,
is pro'ficient in his work at college, u sing book s
with raised letters and writing his examinations
on the typewriter.
He m akes his way about the city without assista nce and is proficient in .::.;•; e ra! branches of
sport.

bar at the mo~th of Jones F_alls after havi ng
allowed himself to be placed m I.i s device and
thrown ove rboa rd.
Whistles tooted and the
whole waterfront was enthused, for, to the casual
spectator 200 feet away from the scene of the'
demonstations, everything had turned out firely.
To those aboard the scow fr om which the inventor was dropped overboard a different scene
was enacted. They saw Nanni go into the steel
cyl inder t en minutes before, smiling confident
and "".avin~ ch~el:'ily t o those about him. They
saw him ki ss hi s wife good-by and saw h er wait
stoically while he remained under water. A few
minutes later, when Nanni came from the bottom of the harbor, they saw him taken from t he
cylinder in a state of exhau stion with nearly t wo
fe~t of' water surrounding him in his temporary
prison, ·a nd knew t hat had he remained u nder
the surface a few moments longer he wou ld have
been takeri out dead.
The inven tor was testing hi s safe and had advertised th at he woula allow himself to be placed
in side. The descent to-day was the third that
he had made, the two others having been entirely
successful.
'

"Mystery Magazine"
SEMI-MONTHLY

L. I. FARMERS HAIL l\EW GUNNING · LAW
The pa s ~i;i g of the r ece nt gunning law that
carries a fine of $50 fur gun n ing pos ted lands;
that states t]1e me re car :-ying of a gun across
s uch property i.:: s ufil ,- i"nt evidence to convict and
that one-half th e fin e goe ~ to t he prope rty o~·ner,
has been instrume nta l in r.a ·1 .sing the posting of
hundreds of acres of farm and woodland in
Greenlawn and surroundin (! village~. and the formation of a gun club in th! ~ village, so that only
local r esidents can enjoy the shooting in this
section.
For years past every (all this section was overrun by gunners who came out from the city,
many of them foi·<'igne1·s without licenses a nd
shot everything in sight, even to tame ducks and
geese. The passing of the law has come as a
great r elief to the farmer who has ha d these conditions to contend with.
A;s soon as the Jaw was passed they organized
as .the Greenlawn Gun Club and have posted
thell' grounds as such, thereby eliminating the
outsider, but providing gunning for the members
of the club. Special deputy sheriffs have been
appointed to look out for violations a nd already,
several cit~· gunner.;; have felt the hand of the Jaw
to the extent of $30 fines.
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The Mexican Outlaw
By

ALEXANDER

ARMSTRONG

In the year '5G, I nm into Matamoras in a
coaster from Galveston.
The Mexican men are pizen, now mind, I tell
ye, an' the wimmin, Lord bless 'em, are jest the
neatest little sparklers that every wore a shoe.
The re was a good deal of talk, when I was in
Matamoras before, about the Guerrilla Bonos.
If you was to believe the Mexicans, he was a
so1·t of compo of a man and devil, mixed up permiscuous like, but a bad lot altogether.
I used to laugh when they told how he rode into
the villages at the head of thirty or forty men,
took what he wanted, carried awa)'.. half a dozen
gals or so, and went on his way to the chaparral
without anyone s triking a blow.
But that needn't surprise anyone, when I know
that the Navajos and Comanches ride through the
Northern States of l\'Iexico just as they like, and
no one says anything against it.
I was stopping at a tavern close to the wharves
and Ben Goddard was with me.
He's a chicl,en, is Ben, six foot two in his
moccasins, deadly with the rifle, sure every time
with the revolver, aid just the man to u se a
bowie right lively.
"See he"re, Bill," he says, "did you ever go to
a fandango?"
I 'lowed I never had, and he said I'd got to go
to just the liveliest kind of a shindig, and have
some fun.
I was all a live for it, especially when he told
me that there was heaps and slashin's of pooty
gals, and that they hankered most awfully after
the "Americanos."
So we put on our best lugs and started out
about eight o'clock, with a young greaser, a
mighty good sort of chap, who stopped at the
hotel.
He took u s to a sort of hall in the outskirts
of the town, and 've could hear the guitars tinkling like mad, and knew they were at it.
So we just paid for tickets, and walked in as
if we owned the ranch.
'Ve stood back awhile and watched the crowd,
and I must say I never saw a neater lot of gals
togethe1· in my life.
They all looked good enough to eat, every cussed
one of 'em.
Ben didn't stand back long, for there are heaps
of Mexicans in Texas, where he had lived, and
the fandango is a reg'lar institution there.
He picked out a little black-eyed senora, in a
scar.let rebosa, who looked as though she rather
liked the style of the big Texan, and they waltzed
in; and the way those big alligator boots of Bill's
f'hook the floor was just a sin.
"The senor does not dance?" said Valdez the
me.
young chap who came :with us, spe dng
"Then I will introduce you to a lady who has been
put to penance by the padre. And what do you
think t hat penance is? To come t o this fan dango
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- she, who loves dancing as she loves he life-and look on all the while and not dance."
"Rather hard on her, I should say."
"It is terrible; but she will not feel so badly
if someone talks to her."
"Hold on," I says. "Is she young?"
"Seventeen."
"Pretty?"
"The senor shall judge for himself."
He pointed out the prettiest girl in the room,
a neat little article as ever I see, dressed out to
kwill, with the nea test little foot and ankle, and
the prettiest hand in the world; but black eyes,
a sweet mouth, and the whitest teeth possible,
but looking mournful enough for a funeral.
"Go ahead," I says. "I can't pass my time any
better."
So he introduced her as the senora I sa Valdez,
his cou in, and I planted myself by her side, and
_
began to patter like a padre.
She brightened up in a moment, and let her
tongue loose, and how she did talk.
I never was so pleased in my life, as she told
me of the tenible penance put upon her by the
pad.re, because she had eaten meat on Friday.
The old heathen!
He knew he couldn't..hurt her worse, and yet it
was a good thing for me, for I didn't know how
to dance the fandango, and should have been lost
without her.
Towards the end of the dance there was a stir
near the door, and a man came towards us-a
tall, h andsome fellow, with a wicked looking eye.
The senora started and turned pale as s he saw
him.
"Take me away," she gasped. "I cannot meet
that man."
But he was too quick for u s, and got between
us and the door.
"Ha, Isa cara mia," he said. showing his teeth
like a tiger. "I have come to dance with you unless some of your friends object."
"I am put to panance," she said, in a low Yoice.
')I cannot dance and you must go away, or you
· will be known."
"They dare not put a 'finge,- on me," he said.
"I received a pardon yester<Jay, and Bonos, the
guerrilla of yesterday, is to-night a citizen of
Matamoras. Come, you must dance."
"The padre will not permit it."
"You know that I am not partial to the pad r es,"
replied Bonos, smilim" as he saw those nearest· to
him draw back in t;;"rror at the mention of his
terrible name. "I insist upon one dance with
you."
I thought it was about time to butt in.
"See here, Mister Banos, the guerrilla," I says,
"You just git--"
~e looked at me a minute, with a half-amused
smile.
'.'I don't want to ~ill you here, my friend," he
said. "It would spoil the effect of my recent pardon, and you Yankees are hard fighters and brave
men. Go away, while I permit it."
I oi:ly laughed at him, and then he tried to pull
the girl away from me.
"I will dance," she cried. "Oh, senor, do not
quarrel with him ."
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"Not a dance," I said. "If he knows what is
good for his health, he'll clear out."
He rrade a jump at me, throwing his arms
wildly about, for- a g-reaser don't know any more
how to fight than a cat, and all I had to do was
to put in one-two--and he was on his back.
He leaped up like a panther, but I had the drop
on him with my pistol when he got out his knife;
and Ben Goddard was coming up, so he caved.
"I'll see you again, cursed Tejano!" h e hissed;
"remember that, and when the time comes, you
may repent this hour."
He b1ushed the greasers aside like flies and
was gone.
I took the gal home, with my revolver ready,
and Ben walking half a square behind.
But we didn't see anything of him, ¥d soon
found that he had left Matamoras.
From that time I was with Isa whenever I got
a chance, and one day, with Ben and the little gal
in the scarlet robosa, we rode out to a ranch five
or six miles from Matamoras, where young Valdez lived.
The way led through a patch of chaparral, or
brush through which a road had been cut, and as
we e~tered it, I sa, who was riding by my side,
suddenly uttered a cry and urged her horse before me.
A pistol cracked, and I saw the poor girl reel
and fall from the saddle, while a second shot
grazed my ear.
"Take care of her, Ben," I cried. "I'll hunt this
dog to death."
As I pushed my horse into the thick chaparral
I saw a black horse clear a growth of mesquite
bushes on the right, and on his back .sat Bonos,
the guerrilla the pistol still smoking in llis hand.
I was well' mounted, and knew how to ride, and
I dashed after him.
Four times I fired at him, but the motion of
the horse made my aim bad, and I m issed.
There was only one more charge in my revolver, for I had fired at a rabbit while on my
way, and had not thought to fill the cha:inber
again.
I rode hard, desperately, holding that last
charge, for I had not time to slip out the chamber and load it.
The black horse broke through the chaparral
and made the way easier for me; but when we
came out up on the open plain he began to draw
away from me, and I saw that the animal I rode
was no match for him.
Bonos laughed in fiendish glee, and spurred
on over the plain, and in my desperation I was
about to give him my last shot, when he turned
and rode off at an angle.
What was the reason?
Ben Goddard had emerged from the chaparral
directly in his course, and a savage oath broke
from his lips.
I changed my course so as to drive him more
to the right, towards Ben, but to my honor, the
black horse showed such a burst of speed that I
feared I could not cross him.
We came near, but he was sure to cross me,
and I gave him my last charge.
The sombrero flew from his head, but he rode
on unharmed.
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"He will escape!" I yelled with rage. "Oh, far
a rifle now!"
He had reached tile lllQUth of the pass, which
we knew would lead him to safety, and turned to
makes a last decisive gesture, when the crack of
a rifle came to my ears, and I saw Bonos drop
his bridle, press his hand upon his side, and. fall
headlong to the earth.
"Hurrah for Texas!" cried Ben, as he rode up.
"The skunk forgot that an old Texan Ranger
never rides witho ut his rifle."
We found Bonos lying on his back, the blood
flowing from a wound below the arm-pit on the
left side.
He had not five minutes to live.
As we came near his eyes flared open, a look
of wild rage came into his face, and with a hi ssing execration he lay dead at our feet.
We rode back and found the poor girl badly
hurt, but not likely to die, and I carried h er to
the ranch, a:r:id sent a peon off for a doctor. I
s:pose to carry this out in the true yarning style
I ought to have married the gal-but I didn't.
She found one of her own kind she liked better
than me, but the last time I wns in Matamoras,
I went up to the ranch, and I thought they'd eat
me, tpugh old sailor as I am.

..

-·- ..

GIANT CACTUS FOUND
Photographs of what is regarded as the lal'gest
true cactus· in the world with a limb spread of
forty feet, have been received at Columbia University from Dr. Henry H. Rushy, 64-year-old
Dean of the School of Pharmacy at Columbia-,
who is leading a party of explorers into the
depths of the Bolivian jungles.
The last mes'sage from Dean Rusby was written from Huachi on the Bopi River in Bolivia.
He reported that trips in this vicinity had yielded
many things of great scientific and economic interest.. Among the interesting botanical collections which will be brought back to this country
This name
are specimens of the "tree of life."
is a literal translation of the Spanish name "ar~
bol de la vida," which is given to the "Boldo"
plant, so-called because of its use by the natives
for medicinal purposes.
In telling of the loss of equipment, Dean Rusby reported that the swiftness of the Andean
mountain streams and of the Bopi River may be
indicated by the fact that very few species of fish
have been encountered. The waters of these
streams,. he reports, are also charged with dissolved mineral matter and suspended pa1-ticles
washed down from the mountains, the water being practically unfit for drinking purposes. At
one place he reported purchasing a whole mule
load of oranges to provide the party with juice
for drinking purposes and to avoid the danger
of drinking from the polluted streams.
The members of the party, he wrote, were all in
good health and enjoying their experiences. According to plans outlined in Dr. Rusby's message,
the expedition was heading for Rurrenabaque,
Bolivia, and by this time should be well into the ,
-l
Bolivian wilds.
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TERMS . 1·0 SUBSCRIBERS

lln g le Co 1>ies ............. •• . P ost.ase ~ r ee
"
Un e C op y Three l\lo n t h a.. . .. .
O ne Co1>Y Six )Jont h s . . • .• •••
One Covy O n e l'ear ......•••.

1 Ce o te
90 C e1at e

Sl.15
S.50

Canadn. $4.00: !i'orekn. $4 .50.

H OW TO Sl!:N l> ~1 01'E'i-At uur risk scnu P. 0.
Moupy Onlt'I'. Cl.1t:!Ck. or Hc"i:st~red Le tt er ; rtllliltauccs
ln a1iy oth1·r w11.v ure ul yollr rbk. We accept Postai:?
\\ ncn beii<Jiug silver wrap th~
~ta11q1~ the sa me us cash.
Co!11 i n u "'·p arnlc piece of pape r to avoid cutttui:- lho
env elo pe. W rile your name auu address plainly, A•I ·
dre s~

letters to

Harr y E. Wolff. Pres.
1
~
c. ' ". ua~tings, 'l'rerts.
Charles E. Nylander, Sec. f

FRANK TOUSEY,
P ul.Jlisher,
IG8 W. ~3d S t., N. Y.

INTERESTING

Ak'ftCL:I:.~

LIGHTNING HITS RAZOR
Daniel Pearson of Latrobe, Pa., had the clos·
est shave of his life even if he did not get all his
beard removed. While he was shaving light11ing
struck the chimney of his home.
A portion of the bolt struck the steel blade of
the razor, which was torn from Pearson's hand
and hurled across the room.
Pearson was unconscious for several minutes.
Mrs. Pearson, who entered th e room at the
time of the crash, also was ~hocked .

ANGLER CATCHES MUSKRATS
Caleb Fitzsimmons, an ardent angler, now
catches mu skrats with his fishing tackle, without
the u se of traps, in the dam above Lenape Park,
West Chester, Pa.
Some time ago Fitzsimmon s, fishing with dough
bait for carp, dropped his hook into a depression
near the bank and almost immediately felt a tug
on his line. He permitted it to remain for many
minutes while the tugging went on and the line
ran into the hole, which proved to be the entrance
to the den of a muskrat. Finally he gave the
line a tug, a desperate struggle ensuing, and he
pulled tc the bank a large muskrat. He was so
surprised that the animal broke loose and dis·
appeared .
Several days later more dough bait was low·
ered into the hole and a rat was soon fast on the
hook. This one was secured and since then he has
hooked two more.
MORE THAN HALF IN U. S. OVER TEN
WORK FOR LIVING
More than 50 per cent. of the inhabitants of
the United States over the age of 10 work for a
living, the Census Bureau reported.
Persons of both sexes engaged in "gainful oc·
cupations" total 41,609,192, the bureau stated on
the basis of the 1920 censu s. This represents
39.4 per cent of all person s over 10 years of age.
I n 1910 the workers numbered 38,167,336, or 9
per cent less than t h e 120 figures; bu t the
workers then comp r ised 41,9 per cent. of t he en-
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tire pop ulation and 43 .3 per cent. of the inhabitan ts over the age of 10 a t work.
This drop in the ratio over 1920 probably is
due to the change in the season for taking the
census, the bureau stated. The last census was
taken in winter when the rural workers are at a
minimum .
Of the 1920 total 33,059,793 were males and
8,549,309 were females.
Workers of both sexes increased proportionately since 1910, the repo1t stated .
T he District of Columbia leads with the greatest percentage of workers ove1· the age of 10, with
62.6 per cent. The largest proportion· in any stat~
is in Nevada, where 58 .S per· cent. of the population over 10 is at work, while North Dakota i;;
at the bottom of t11e list with 44 per cent.
The percentage in some others states were:
Connecticu t, 5SD,816, or ;)4 .2 per CE·nt.; New York
4,504,791, or 53.6 per cent., and New Jersey, 1,~
310,:no, or 54 .5 per cent.

••

. . . QE

LAUGHS
The Prof.-I unde rstand you have a postoffice
position and haYe just been promoted. The Grad.
-Yes, I used to sell one-cent tamps; now I sell
two's.
Student-How much for your hack to the
prom'! Cabby-Five dollars. Student-I don't
wan t to buy the rig. Cabby-\Vell ! I should
hope not. The horse alone cost $5 .50.
Street Urchin-Where yer goin', Maggie?
Maggie-Goin' ter de butcher fur fi' cents' wort;
uv liver. Urchin-Chee! Y er goin' ter have
company fer din ne r, ain't yer?"
"T he impudence of some people!" snapped
Mrs ..Pa1;;,en~; ;'She told. somebody I did my own
\\ell, rep!Jecl Mrs. Manor, innowash m g .
cently, "whose washing do you do?"
"So you are thinking of calling your baby boy
Peter. I wouldn't; I 'd call him Paul." "Why
so?" "He would have a bett er chance in life
It's Peter, you know, who is always robbed to pay'
Paul."
"Is it true," asked Sallie, "that the blind can
determine color by the sense of touch?" "Sure"
said James. "I once knew a blind man who couid
tell a red hot stove just by putting his finger on
it."
Father-How do you know that the young man
Joves you?. Has h e had the impudence to tell you
so? Marriageable Daughter-Certainly not. But
if you could only see how he looks at me when I
am not looking at him!
O'Brien-Come home an' have supper wid me,
Murphy (looking at his watch ) Murphy.
Shure, it's. past 9 be the clock! Yer wife will be
mad as the mischief ! . O'Brien-Yis, that's j ist
it ; she can't lick the two av u s.
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
HEN FASTS MANY DAYS
Hiµ·man Thieler, farmel' near Danville Centre
Ki;.n., filled his barn mow with hay Sept. 21, cov~
enng over a barrel containing hog powders. The
other day when he dug down to the barrel to get
some of the powders he found a hen sitting on
some eggs in the barrel. She was nearly gone
from her long fast and confinement. A little
food and water soon brought her back to normal
strength and life.
SHOOTS BIG WILD DUCK
What is reported to be the biggest wild duck
ever shot by a Calgary sportsman fell to the gun
of Capt. Alex Martin, several times a representative at the Eisley rifle matches in Great BritJlin.
He shot it near Morrin, Ala., and it measured
317'2 inches from the tip of the bill to the tip of
the webbed feet , and 41 inches from wing tip to
wing tip-, eight inches around the head and 17
inches across the chest. Capt. Ma1·tin is having
it mounted.
PARACHUTE DROP OF 22,000 FEET
Sergt. Encil Chambers, Air Service, U. S. A.,
on duty at Post Field, Fort Sill, made what is
claimed to be the record for an altitude parachute <lrop at Kansas City, Mo., on Nov. 1, when
he dropped approximately 26,000 feet from an
army airplane. The jump was mmle a t the flying meet held in connection with the annual convention of the American Legion. His previous
record vrns 22,002 feet. Represent atives of the
Aero Club of America, under >vhose auspices the
meet was held, sent the seakd barograph of
Sergeant Chambers's sl.iip to the War Department fo1· calibration and verification. Sergeant
Chambers was accompanied by Private Wendell
Brookley as pilot. The ascent took one hour and
a half and the descent eighteen minutes. Intense c-old was encountered. Oxygen was u sed
at 22,000 feet. The Sergeant dropped 500 feet
before his parachute opened.
SAW LARGE HETID OF
ANTELOPE
A good-sized herd of wild antelope is the
amazing discovery by hunters retu rning from the
high plateau region of Asotin County, Washington.
This is one of the few small bands of antelope
scattered over the West, a big herd abounding
in Southern Oregon. The herd seen recently inhabit the rough sage brush country and frequent Crane Lake, one of the eastern water holes
near the southeastern corner of Washington. It
is reported there are from one to two hundred
of these fleet-footed animals banded together
there. A single buck appears to be the leader of
the herd. The least gust of wind and this old
leader stops stone dead, head up, sniffing alertly
while the here behind him stops in their tracks.
One sniff is enough for the wary old leader, who
HUNTER

turns and gallops swiftl;· away with the whole
h erd following closely.
It is declared by the hunters who saw them in
the plateau country that no hunter has ever invated their domain before. As they are too swift
for coyotes and other carnivorous beasts, man is
their deadly enemy.
That protection may be afforded the remnant
of the once thousands of antelope, the coming
Legislature will be asked to pass a law providing
for a closed season. The land where they live
will never be required for any purpose because
of its formation and arid nature.

WHY HANDKERCEIEFS ARE SQUARE
Handkerchiefs, whether tiny and costly bits of
lace fit only to dr.y a tear from beauty's eye o<
bright bandannas knotted loosely about co~boy
throats, have one characteristic in common-they
are invariably square, and this because of a distinction tha t can be claimed for no other article
of use or apparel. This shape of a ha ndkerchief
was fixed by royal decree, and usa ge has perpetuated the form designated.
Handkerchiefs we1·e of course in use from the
earliest days of ('ivilization, but they were of any
shape that. indiyidual fancy dictated-oblong,
round or triangular or square-until one clav at
Trianon Marie Antoinette chanced to remari, to
Louis XVI that it would be more convenient and
neater if the square form only were u sed. On
January 2, 1785, the King of France therefore
issued an edict decreeing that "the length of
handkerchiefs shall equal their width throughout
the kingdom," thereby standardizing the shape
of handke rchiefs apparently for all time.
In the~ sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
handkerchiefs were usually Yery costly, being
edged with rarest lace and covered with embroidered initials, armorial bearings and love mottoes.
The Duchess of Chevreuse was particularly noted
for the elegance of her handkerchiefs, whereon
were embroidered Cupids chasing one another
among garlands of roses, while the Countess of
Castiglion's handkerchiefs changed in color with
her passing moods and passions.
Thus, when she fancied herself in love her
handkerchiefs were of a delicate blue, to be exchanged for others of a yellow hue when the object of her affections proved untrue. \~'hen in
good health and spirits green was the color she
affected, but mauve was brought into requisition
when she felt herself depressed or in bad health.
It is mentioned, incidentally, that the color of the
Countess' garters always corresponded to that
of her handkerchiefs.
Handkerchiefs were popular as gifts and were
exchanged by even monarchs. Among other costly handkerchiefs possessed by Marie Antoinette
was one embroidered with pearls valued at $5,000,
and the luxurious Madame du Barry owned one
whereon her name was worked in precious stones
of much greater value.
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
POISONED BY MATCHES
Cases of poisoning from safety matches seems
to be common in Denmark. Dr. C. Rasch reports to the U geskrift for Laeger (Copenhagen)
on thirteen recent cases in his own practice. The
trouble took the form of a severe inflammation
of the skin on fingers, neck and face, with badly
swollen eyelids. In men it appears below the
pocket in which the matches are carried; in
women on- the fingers with which they light their
cigarettes. Dr. Rasch ascribes it to the use of
phosphorus sesquisulphide when amorphous phosphorus was not to be had.
NEW BEACON AT ' STATEN ISLAND
The high intensity vertical beacon at To1!1pkinsville, Staten I sland, N. Y., about 100 feet m from
the shore and 1,000 fee t eastwardly from the municipal ferry docks is now ready. The li~ht will
be vertical over this pot, gradually wavmg between ten and fifteen degrees each side of the
vertical, making four beats a minute. The Li~ht
house Commission is issu ing a circular requestmg
observation on his beacon. Pilots of the United
States Air Se1·vice are requested to make observation at the first opportunity and report to the
Chief of Air Service as to the observation possible under the various weather conditions existing
over Staten I sland.
. CHIPMUNK KILLS SN AKE
A mortal combat between a chipmunk and a
large striped snake, about two feet lo_ng, proved
the most exciting experience of Dr. Kuke L. Alexander and Mark A. Jackson, a local druggist,
du ring a hunting expedition in the woods near
Orange, Mass.
.
T he chipmunk jumped from a low bough upon
the repti le, forcing its teeth into its adversa~y's
back just below the head. The snake coiled
about the animal and the two rolled about the
ground for some time in close proximity to the
h unters. Both combatants seemed more concerned with their conflict tlrnn with fear for injury which might befall them at the hands of the
gunners.
After a battle of several minutes the snake
loosened its coils and fell a victim to the teeth of
the chipmunk. After making sure that the snake
was dead, the rodent went back up the tree chattering gleefully.

Wharf operators in Seattle are grateful to the
gulls for ibis bit of police work, as English s'parrows once inhabiting the l'afters and overhead
work inside the docks would produce an amazing
amount of litter to fall into freight a nd express
shipments. A l~nge amount of grain is wasted
every day on docks, which would attrnct and feed
myriai;is of sparrows but for the watchful eye
of the seagulls.
It is believed the gulls show the antagonistic
spirit towards the smaller birds because they fear
competition in the salvaging from the sea of
their daily food.

AVIATO:WS ASHES BURIED
The a shes of Lieutenant Ulrich L. Bouquet of
the United States A r my Aviation Service, who
was killed on Oct. 26, in a flight at Honolulu,
were buried with full military services from his
home in New Bridge, near Hackensack, N. J.
During the war Lieutenant Bouquet saw active
service in France, and on his return to this
country was stationed in Texas, where a year
ago he was married. Soon after the birth of a
child, three months ago, he was transferred to
Luke Field, in Honolulu, where he met his death,
falling a distance of 2,000 feet.
Lieutenant Bouquet's body was cremated in
Honolulu, this having been his request, and the
ashes were brought here in a bronze urn by the
widow. Yesterday the urn was placed in a coffin , and, following services at his home in New
Bridge, was taken to the Episcopal Church in
Hackensack cemetery on a caisson under a military escort of members of the American Legion,
and a squad from Governor's Island fired a volley
over the grave.
GR EAT JAPANESE BATTLESHIP IS SUCCESSFULLY L AUNCHED
T he Japanese battleship Kaga, a vessel unofficially reported to be of 40,000 tons normal displacement, and one of the most powerful in the
world, was launched at Kobe, Nov. 18, in the
presence of some 30,000 spectators.
Vice Admiral Murakami, just before the
launching, read an address sent by Admiral
Baron Kato, at present in Washington as a member of the Japanese delegation on the limitation
of armaments. The Kaga is unofficially reported
to have a length of 700 feet, and will have a main
battery of eight 01· ten 16-inch g~ns.
.
.
It is estimated that her turbme engmes will
drive her at 4 knots. The United States battleship Maryland, which has been und ergoing trial,
carries eight 16-inch guns 'in her main battery,
has a length of 624 feet and a full load displacement of 35,590 ton s. Her best speed on trial was
22.49 knots.
The keel of the Kaga was laid July 29, 1820.
A dispatch from Tokio of Nov. 18, 1821, gives her

FOES OF ENGLISH SPARROWS
The Pacific Coast seagull conducts an eternal
warfare against the English sparrow, and because of it keeps wharves and docks free of the
noise and litter so predominant around sparrows'
households.
Observers declare some older gulls act as sentinels, and when a sparrow alights on a wharf
roof several immediately·chase it away.
On one occasion recently a lone sparrow flew
seaward followed by half a dozen gulls, who kept
the tiny bird so hotly pursued it fell into the
cii"'nlacP.m P.nt a>:
water exhausted.
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"The Best Hunch I Ever Had!"
''It happened just three years ago. I was
feeling pretty blue. Pay day had come around
again and the raise I'd hoped for wasn't there.
It began to look as though I was to spend my
life checking orders at a small salary.
"I picked up a magazine to read. It fell
open at a familiar advertisement, and a coupon
&tared me in the face. Month after montfi for
years I'd been seeing that coupon, but never
until that moment had I thought of it as
meaning anything to me. But this time I
read the advertisement twice-yes, every word!
"Two million men, it said, had made that
coupon the first stepping stone tmvard success.
In every line of business, men were getting
splendid salaries because they had torn out that
coupon. l\1echanics had become foremen and
superintendents-carpenters had become architects and contractors-clerks like me had .become sales, advertising and .business managers
because they had used that coupon.
"Suppose that I . . ? What if by studying
at home nights I really could learn to do something besides check orders? I had a hunch to
find out -and then and there I tore out that
coupon, marked if, and mailed it.
"That was the turn in the road for me.
The Schools at Scranton suggested just the
course of training I needed and they worked
with-me every hour I had to spare.
,. "In six months I was in charge of my division.
In a year my salary had been doubled. And I've
~en advancing ever since. Today I was appointed

manager of our Western office at $5,000 a year.
Tearing out that coupon three years ago was the
best hunch I ever had."
For thirty years, the International Correspondence
Schools hav e been helping men to win promotion,
to earn more money, to have happy, prosperous
homes, to get ahead in business and in life.
You, too, can have the position you want in the
work you like best. Yes, you can! All we ask is
the chance to prove .it.
Without cost, without obligation, just mark and
mail this coupon. Do it right now!
0
- - - - - - T E A R OUT HERi! - - - - - -

INTERNATIONAL

CoaaESPO KDENCE
SCRA~!ON,

BOX 449 2

SCHOOLS

PA.

Without cost or obllgatlon please ei:plain bow I can Quall!7 for

the position, or in the subject be/ore whieh I have marked an X
in tl1e list below:

1

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

Elect(lc Li ghting & Rallw•ya

Electric Wlrini

T elegraph Engineer
Telephone ~Vork

MECHANICAL ENGINEEB

Mechn nlcal Drartsmane
Machlne Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Ori eratins

CIVIL ENGINEER

~1~~ ~i1~Thi~1~rg~~!Na·B
1

~

STATIONARY

ENGINEER

Mai.ine Engineer

ARCHITECT
Contractor and Builder
D Archltectu.r!ll Drattsmao
Concrete Builder

§

Structural F.ngi neer
PLUMllING & HEATrNO
Sheet Metal Worker

Te:i"tila Overseer or lupC.
8OCHEMIST

0

Pbarmac1

BUSINESS MANAGEM'T
S.l..LESMANSB1P
ADVERTISING
r
Show Card & Sien Ptr.

I

Railroad Pmdtlon1

ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning
Private SecretarJ'

~

Business Correspondent
BOOKKEEPER
Stenogrn.1,her & Typist

g~~F~g"i'{,M.~~tant

Railway

A ccountan~

Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Common School Subjeda
CH'.IL SERVICE
Ratlway Mall Clerk

AUTOMOBILES

Mathematics

NnYig:?:tion
0 A': RJ cULTURE

Poultry Raising 8Soanhb
Teacher
8 BANKING

Name ......... ..... .................................................. .....................................

Street

and No.......... ............................. .. .......... ..... ....... .... .... .. .............- . - -..

Ctty ........ ............ .......... ..... .............. ......... State ........... .................... .. ....

Occupatlon.... _. ..........................._"""':"'"'_"_'..._ .........................___.

,
I~J:O~.'\~~;urar;_~~~~te Y 0 U

ts an absolute necessity tr you
expect to m:tke the mo.it outot
life Not ontysbould youwfsh
toD.vi:>ear as attractive aspoaalble, tor your own Eelf-sattsractlon. whlch ts alone well
worthyouref!orts, butyouwlli

HAVE A BE A UT IF UL FACE

l

mo:
;~~~~!~~1~~ te~'6t~h~?t~:
by yonr " looks'' therefore it

pays to "look YOtir beat" at all
times. P ernlit no one to see

r~~::gc;,~~~~:1ra~~i~;~ ~~~~
1

1mpres'31on you constantly
make rests tho raliure or suc-

cess of your llfe. Which ls to

~::0Rr~.:!~~Waai:,.~.}~~?J"J~

Model 25 ...

corrects now

111-

shavcd noses without operaatlon. quickly, safety and per-

:;'0't01";,0~fre~!~Y~~~!~';,~~ Wrlt1 toda;, for fru booli.l1t, which telu :iou how to corr<et il/-9ho~1d aosB1 without cost if not satisfacto,.,it
patlon, being worn a t nlght.M. TRILETY, Face Speeiali•t
16Wl
Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.

UNCLE SA~1
PAYS HIS
DEBT TO THE
INDIANS
The exact su m
paid to members
of the Osage tribe
is $3,387,197.11.
That includes the
interest of 5 per
cent. on the Osages trust fund.
PAY POSTMAN ON ARRIVAL $0.75
Each of the 2,NO MORE PAYMENTS TO MAKE
229 Osages on the
HURRY-11.ush your name and address for this
tribal
roll
re$25.00 (before war price) gun at the Special Price
of $9.75 - a price only possible because of the
ceives in addition
low rate of exchange when we boug-ht them-'it
to
his
$1,500
does not represent today's replacement cost.
check the sum of
l!.MPIBE CITY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
$47.50 as interest
Dept. 615 -1 38 FIITH AVENUE, 1"EW YORK CITY
on the money in
the trust fund . .
At the same
time $500,000 is
being turned back
into the National
Treasury by
THIS IS A GENUINE ADVERTISEMENT BY A RELIABLE CONCERN
members of the
At the right you see 12 sets of mixed up letters
tribe who are filGiYe Correct Names
Cities
tho.c cnn be made into 12 names of cities in the
ing their income
United States. Example, No. 1 spells NEW
t ax reports. The
YORK.
Now try to give all and be rewarded.
1. WEN YROK 7- BFFULOA
checks
average
PRIZE SENT IMMEDI ATELY TO YOU
Write names on a pos tcard or in a letter.
about $165.
2. MPHEMIS
8. ANTLTAA
11cntion whether your age is under or over 17
All Osages who
( so we may send suitable prize) and write your
3. ERITODT
9. USN OH TO
posse.~s
name with address plainly. You need IJ6lC send
certi'fi4. LOE TOD 10. SBONOT
a cent of your money now or later! This is a
cates of competj!'ttnulne offer. You and ~very other person who
5. COGHACI 11. RALDPOTN
ency are being
ser:.ds in the names wi11 receive a prize of equal
\'al ue yet which m ay become wo1th $1000 to
paid
the
full
6. NERVDE
12. MELABTIRO
/
you within three months! Lose no time. Answer
amoun:; c,f their
t his NOW and see what you get. Address:
payment. Tbose
GOLDEN RAVEN CO., 441 So.Boulevard, GA-375 NEWYORK,N.Y.
without
certificates of competency are given
$1,000, the bal0 '
2
ance
remaining
POWERFUL AIR RiFLE rn;~.~'~ o~D~~":~.~~:~;. ---...,,,.,_-'<...!.,
ot deel. The aiock. 11 ftnel7 polished w11lnui. Shoota small game. Power. --·...,,.~
in trust for them.
tuJ, 1t.ccurate d'ur11ble. You can h a-ve ihi• air rifle for diatribulinif onl7 8 of our fu'
Minors
re<;.eive
i.VJu~o~-r15turya011~ 25Nc0,.'HolN ~P;:~~l :.a::~ ta~~er:=:~h~!!l ;::•C:!tt dbpoto of.~
$500 a quarter.
ilo::d 110 money, ju1l your DaD?•· C. M. THOMAS, 337 W. Madison St. IOD46,
CHICAGO
Hundreds of
$
OLD MONEY WANTED---$
$2 to $500 EAC.R paid for bundr1'ds or old thousan ds of dolcoins dated before 1895. Keep AL'L odd or lar<: will be paid
old money. Send 10 cents for New Illus - on old debts out
trated Coin Value Book, 4 x 6. Get P osted. of
accumulated
You may have valuable coins.
funds.
Clarke Coin Co., Avenue lS, Le Roy, N. Y.

Reward for Every Answer!
bf

1

er

TOADS
DESTROY
ANTS
The invasion of
armies of ants
Galveston
into
has put boyish ingenuity to work,
after having first
put housewives to
rout and driven
to despair any
person with a
horror of crawling things.
All sorts of bug
powders, insecticides and other
preparations calculated to cause
death
sudden
among the ant
colonies recently
have been in demand. Even Fort
Crockett has been
invaded, and the
a rmy housekeep' er.s have tried
every means of
dispersing the enemy except turning out the guard.
Now comes a
l:id
12-year-old
with a remedy,
sa id to be sure
and certai n to de, stroy-use horned
toads!
Hooker Larsen
horned
offered
toads for sale in
the downtown disasserting
trict,
t hat they would
pro v e s u d d e n
death to an ts of
all varieties and
descript ions.
" They open
their mouth s and
follow the ants'
trail and swallow 'em up," he
stated.
Master Larsen
added that one
ad v a n t a g e of
having the horned toads as official ant destroy'ers for the household is that a
horned toad isn't
h urt when a person steps on l1im,
but pursues the
a nts merrily deinterfer spite
ence.

Whom You Should Marry
For 10 cents we will send you a
bool<: which gives you a character description of your ideal mate. This booklet was written by one of America's .
foremost psychological writers. - Send
us the date of your birth and 10 cents
in coin or stamps.

CHARACTER STUDIOS, INC.
Room 404, 35 W. 39th .S t., N. Y. C.

TH ROW
YOUR
Under the table, il'to a
Trunk, down Cellar or

anywhere. Our lessons

in

YENTRILOQUISM

teaches you.

With our

VENTRILO

(fits ;n the mouth and
cannct be seen) you
imitate Birds, Animals, etc. without
moving your lips.
This o utfit and book of

JOKER by mail for lOc.

~~

,,:.~1•l/J
AJt DEE CO.,
Box 105, Stamford, Ct. ,

VENTRILOQUISM

taught almost any one at home. Small
cost. Send TODAY 2 cents for particulars
and proof.
GEORGE W. SllIITH,
Room MU9, 125 N, Jeff Ave., Le Roy, N. Y.

BIRTH STONE RING

F RE E '

•
HK Gold-finished, gunranteed to give satisfaction, 1Yith
stone for any month, to introdu ce our catalogue. Send
15c to cover cost Q.f ad verUsing and mailing. Send
0//f \\~
size.
"
Sun Jewe lry Co., De11t. 56, E . Boston, lllass.

25c brings bigTelescope 3ft. long

Useful and

Entertaining
''I trained Won•
der Telescope oa
buttes 28 mi 1es
away. they looked
2 to SmiJesim•tead"C. A.Storey ,Ft.Robinson, Neb.
.. I count windows in houtea 10
miles away" - Henry Conner,
Manor, Tex . .. Can see children
playinll' in school yard 6 milu
away"-P. H. Hennington , Me
Dade, Tex. "Can tell exact min•
ate on Court Houl!le clock 2 mil ea
away'' -Jennie Beere, Columbus, Ind. ''Don'tknow anythio1
we ever enjoyed eo much" Chas. Hunter, Neenah, Wis.
.. Wouldn't take $10 for it" - W.
A. Eakrid&"e. Ammond Ky,
"Can read numbers on frehrht

P~~.1i~~~n~;~n;: hat· c.

.TH~ LIBERTY BOYS OF '16
-

- LATl1'.S T I SSUES -

-

l O!"IO The Li berty B oys a t Fort Washlllgton ; o r, Making a Brave Stand.
J051 ·· Afte r the Redcoa t s ; or. The B attle of Buck"a
H ead Neck .
1052 " o n Swamp I s land; or, Fighting f or S umter.
1053 " , D ead ly Enemi es; or, The Secr e t Band of T hr ee.
1054 " and t h e B lack Spy ; or, A Terri ble Rid e tor Life.
1055 " i n the Tren~hes ; -or , The Yankee Girl of H a r lem.
10ii6 " Signa l Gun; or. Ro u sin g tlle People.
1057
at t!Je Great Fir e; or , E xciting '. rimes in Old
New York.•
and the Tory Bandi t; or, The Escape of t he
1068
Governor.
on Time; or, Riding t o the R escue.
1059
1060 .. FHlse Guide; or, A Narrow Esc11 pe frnm D~fc 11 t.
t:p Nol'th; o r, ' Yi th Arnold on L:ll<~ Cha1opla1n.
1061
1062 .. Fooliug Howe; o r, T he Twin Hoy Spies of the
Bronx.
Dashing Char ge; or, The Little Patriot of
1063
Whl tP Jlfa rsh.
106~
" In Kentucky; o r. After the Redskins aud Renegades.
1065 " and Old :\foll ; o r , T he Witch of Red Hook
Point.
1066 .. Sec r et Cave; o r , Hiding From Tryon.
and the .Jailer; ur, Digging Out of ('npti>lt y .
1067
1068 .. T r umpet Blast; or The Battle Cry of Freedom.
1069 .. Call to Arms; or, W a sllington's Clevn Huse.
\ \'l1irlwin<l Attack; or. A 'l'errli.Jl e Surprise t o
1070
'l.'arlet.on.
1071 .. Out With Brave Ba.rr y ; or , The Battle W it h
the ' Tni co rn."
1072 " Lost ' l'rn!l; or, Tbe Es~11pe of th e Traitor.
10i3 ·• Beatl11i; tbe Skiu n ers; or, Clearing Out a Bad
Lot.
1074 ·• Fln11k Move; or. Coming l"p Rebind the Britl• h.
l07:i •• as s cou ts; or, Skirmishing Around Valley
Fc.rge.
1076 " For«PCI March ; or. Caught In a Terrible Tra p.
1077 .. DPlending Benningtou; or, H e1 ping Generu:
8tnrkr

1078

Young lllessPng-er;
Batteries

1079

and the Inclinn Fighter; or, SaYing the South-

1080
1081

"

J082

"

1083
1084

1085

·•

10@6

"

1087
1088 "
1089 ·•
1090

"

1W1
1092
Hl93

"
"
"

1094

"

1095

or,

Storming

the

.Jersey

ern Settl er:!.
HunninJ? Figh t; or, After the He<lcoat Rangers.
Fighting J>oxs1 ~dcr; o r . The Destructi on ot
CunytcnYn.
and the ~iiller; or, Routing the '.1'6rJ• Bandits.
Chasing "Wild Bill " ; or, Fighting a My,terious
Troop.
Hlddeu Swamp: or, Hot Times Along t he Shor e.
and the Black Horseman; or, Defratlng a Dan gerous Foe .
After the Cherokees; or, Bat t ling With Cruel
Enemies.
River .Journey; or, Down th P Ohio .
at East Hock; or, The Burning of :-<ew HaYen.
In the Drowned Lands ; or, Perilous Ttmes Out
West.
on the Commons; or, Defending Old New York.
Sword Charge; or, The Fight at Rtony Poin t .
.After Sir .John; or, Dick Slater's Clever Ruse.
Doing Guard Duty; or, ~'be LoRs of Fort
Washington .
Chasing a Renegade; o r , 'fbe TI" or st Man on
the Ohio.
and the Fortuue Teller; or, The Gypsy Spy
of Harlem.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent t o IWy a d•
drees on recei1>t of price, 7c . p er copy, In m ol,ley o r p oa ..
taire sla.m11s, b y
FRANK TOUSEY. P 11b., 1 68 W. 23 d St., N. Y.

SCENARIOS
'

HO W T O

WRITE THEM

Prlu 85 Cento Per Copy
Tbls book contains all t h e mos t recent chan ges In the
m ethod o! construction a n d su bmissi on of scenario•.
Sixty Leesons, covering every ph ase of ~ce uarlo writ·
Ing. For sale b y a ll Newsd ealer s and B ookstores.
It yon c:annot p rocu?"e a copy, sen d us the price,
86 cents, fn money or postage s tam ps, and we will
mall you o ne, postage tree. Ad dress
L. SENAREUS, 219 Se'<enth <. ve., :Sew Yor k. N. Y.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instr~ctive,. and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Informa tion on Almost Every Subject
, .:s.o . .H. HOW '.lO K E.IH' ~ · v .\LL'\AGJ>; P E T S G1n11g COillJHde lntorwatiou "" to the manner • d
me.tllu<l 01 :ftU~111g, At--ep1ug, ta1111ng, breeding a.ud m~1:i ..
agrn~ all k1uds 0t ptts; a»u giving full inst r uction~ fo
!"akwg. cages, etc. l:'uily explained liy twenty-etghrt
1JJustralloH,,,
~o . 1i6. 'H OW TO_ BECOJJE A~ E:SGI1'EER.- Con·
ta1u_1ng full 1nst_rlh.: t1ou:i how to Uet:orue a locomoti
e~1g1ueer; also chreetiuns for b u ilding a n1orlel J oco mv~
t1vc,; together wllh a full descr iption of e,·ery thin~ 0
eug1neei· 5lloul(l kn&w. ..
"" a:i
N o. 58. HOW '.l'O llE A D ETECTI YE . -lly Old K l

Drat!,- , the wdl-kn o wn d e tective. In whic!J he lays d o ng
•ul<le raluable rules for beginners, and also relates 80 ~11
8
adventures of well-kuown detectives.
Xo. 60. HOW TO llECO .\ IB A PHOTOG.RA.PHE R
<'on1ai11iug u:;~~ful inl'urllln!iun regun.Iiug the earner; ·-;;
bow to wor!; It; abo how to mak~ l'hotograpllic M: ~
Lantern ~li<.les <Jud other Transparencies. Itanu so m!';
11lustruteu.
"
~o . ,6·~· . HO\Y TO_ )l.\liE E L ECTRICAL JlAC H INES
-~ on 1a1_n1ug ~ull c111·<,f~ t1ons for ruaking electrical ma:

ch1ues, induct1on co jf !:' . Uyuan1o s aud manr novel toyi
1:' be worked l1 y e!C>ct ridt y. By 11. A. R Bennett. F ully

1.!nstl'atecl.

. Xo, r,.;,
) l ULDOOX's JOl(ES - The most original
Joke book erer puhl1'tw d, auu It is_ brimful of wJt and
humor. It coutnrns a large collection of ,ongs Jo kes
eonun<lrums, C'tr .. M TP!'l'.<'nre 1lu!doon. the great wl~
buruonsit and pr.u ·1 tc·al JOl.i: f' l' o f thf' d ~t y.
No. 6r..
HO.W TO. DO l't1ZZ L ES .-Co11taini11g over
three hnn<lred 1ntf't"f":-=l 111g puzzles aucl conuntlrnms wJtll
ke~· to :-.a:nr.
.\. <.·0111 plet f' hook . Fu1Jy illu strated·

No . 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS ...:.c ontaining a large collection of instructive and highly
:unusrng e le«t rical tricks, together with iilustrirtions. 1ly
0

A . •~ndt>1"So11.
!'?· 68. HO W

TO DO CHE)UCAL TRICKS.- Contarnrng over one bundrorl highly amu•ir'~ and lnstruc·
th·e trl~ks with chewicnls. By A. Apclerson. Hand
somelv 1Jlustratecl.
Xo. 69. HOW T O DO SLEI GHT -OF-HAND.- Con
t ainlng OYer nfty of the latest and best tricks us<'d b
mngicinns. -~lso containing th e secret of seconcl si
Full~· illustra tecl.
Xo. 70. H OW TO J IA R E MAGIC TOHl.-Contai n "
full ilirections for mnking l\lagic 'l'oys and devi~es
wauy kinds . Fully illustrated .
No. 71. n ow '1'0 DO ;\[ECHA~ICAL TRICKS
Contain i ng eompl<'tP ln,trnctlons for performing 0
sb.ty :Uec hanical Trlcl<'. Pull:r illtJ"trnt.-cl.
No. 7·!. HOW TO DO SIX'l'Y TRJCiiS WITH CAR
(;:;r~ku<~··~~iW,g i~~~s?:O t\~~"latest and m ost d ecept ive
No. 7·~· HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORR.EC
-C'ontnrnlni-: full ln•trncOons for wrltin.e- letters
almo•t any subject : also rules for punctuation and
po,ilion. wit '1 'neclmen lei trrs.
No. ~G. HOW TO TELJ, FORTUNES HY
HAXO.- Conl "inl nl? rules for telling forton <'" bv
aiol of lines of the hand, or tbr secret of 1;almU
A!so the •ecret,o! tc·llinio: future events by aid of ul
marks, •car•. et1•. lllustrat cil.
No . ~ 7.
HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS ll
CARDS.- Containlng d~ceptive Carel Tricks as p e~f
hy leading con.1urer• nnil ma.e-iclans. Arranged fo
am1rnement . Fully IJ!nstr~ted.
:So, 80. GCS wn,J,JA,\JS' JOKE BOOK.-Con
the lnte Rt jokP•, anecdotes anrl funny stories
world-renowned 0Prman comecll::tn. 8ixty-four
Jiandsom e ,•olorecl cover. containing a l1alf-ton
of the aut bor.
:So. 82. now TO DO PAL:\II;;;TRY.-Contai
most approved metboil• of rea di ng thP. lines I
band, togeth<'r with a full explanation of their · ~
Alrn explaining phrenology, And tbe k e .> tor "
character by tbe humps on thP head. Bv
Koch, A. C. S. Full)' !Jlustrated.
·
N o. 83. HOW TO H~P~OTIZE.-Contain!n"
anil Instructive information regarrling the $
hypnotism. Also explaining the most approved
which are employed ll:r the leading hypnotls
world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A. ~· S.
~

sale by all nPwsclealer•, or wi ll be s
a ddress on recetpt of J>Hce, JOc. p e r
money or stamp'f, by

co

F RANK TOUSEY, Publis
168 West 23d Street.

~

